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7CHiPTER I
A Brief History of the Motor Carrier of Property
A, Introductiofi^
The fimction of a motor carrier is to serve the pulDlic. It
can "be a great service for good, or for evil, depending on its methods
of operation and the manner in which it conducts itself in relation
to the public it serves. The present motor carrier service we have in
America is the result of a gradual evolution from the World War I days
when roads were muddy lanes and the vehicles were oddities. During that
first war, the world first received an inkling of the possi^bilities
that were inherent in the gasoline power~horse. With the planning and
construction of good highways, and with the improvement in the gasoline
combustion engine, motor transportation grew in much the same majiner
as did the railroads fifty years "before.
The practises of the motor carriers were unregulated "by state
or federal rules during the first stages of development. Many of the
evils practised "by the railroads in former years were adopted "by the
motor carriers. There was no rate control over trucking charges. By
1927, the industry was in a deplorahle state. Installment "buying was
in vogue. Anyone with a small down payment could purchase a truck
and immediately hold himself out for hire. To get iDusiness, rates
were cut to "below cost, discriminatory rates were offered to privileged
shippers, secret agreements were entered into "between trucking companies,
and "between shippers and truckers. "Wildcat" companies sold stock one
week and were "bankrupt the next. It was not the carriers alone who
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suffered, "but also the investing public. The shipper could not "be
certain of securing transportation for his goods, and still less certain
of the prices he would have to pay. Shippers could not recover freight
damages. It was therefore inevitable that, sooner or later, for the
protection of the public, the motor csirriers would "be "brought under
some type of federal and state regulation. This came about with the
passing of the Federal Motor Carriers Act of 1935 which "brought the
trucking industry under the rule of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
as were the railroads. In order to "better understand exactly what type
of regulations were imposed on the motor carriers of Aoaerica, let us
review the origination and growth of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
B, The Interstate Commerce Commission
The Interstate Commerce Commission came into "being in IBS?
under the Interstate Commerce Act (an Act to Regulate Commerce, Fe"bra-
ary 1887). The commerce clause in the Federal Constitution had
long vested in Congress the power to regulate commerce "with foreign
nations, among the several States, and with the Indian tri"bes," "but
had never seen fit to exercise this power. Prior to the passage of
the 1887 Act, matters of litigation involving the common carriers had
"been settled under common law. But the railroad presented pro"blems
unlike those of the stage coach and canal "boat. The following passage
from From Trail Dust to Star Dust , "by E. A, Starr, indicates the
reasons for passage of the Act:
"The passage of the Collum Act, then entitled an
Act to Hegulate Interstate Commerce, was "brotight
a"bout "by a public demand for legislation to correct
existing discriminations in transportation charges
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and practices. Not only were the variouB railroads
in many cases showing to certain localities undue
preference to the prejudice of other localities,
"but the practise of secret rehating had heen in
vogue. This was generally in the case of large
shippers who would threaten to take their "business
elsewhere unless granted suhnormal rates. The
devices of underhilling smd of shifting classifica-
tions were conmon practises. Particularly due to
the fact that many lines had huilt into territory
already adequately served by railroads, 'rate v/ars'
were of common occurrence and rates were reduced
to "below cost of transportation, at times. Again,
rates for transportation were changed without
warning to the puhlic. In fact, it has "been said
that the shipper or traveller of that period never
knew, until he had settled his freight "bill or had
paid for his ticket, just what the transportation
service would cost him." (l)
The chief provisions of the act were as follows:
1. Prohihitions against unreasonahle rates.
2. Prohi"bitions against preferences and prejudices in
transportation matters.
3. Prohihition against unjust discrimination "between types
of goods and "between shippers.
4. Prohi"bition of charging of hi^er rates for shorter
distances than charged, Tinder similar conditions, for longer hauls,
when the longer haul included the haul for the shorter distance in the
Bajae direction.
5. Requirement of filing and posting tariffs "by the carriers
under regulation.
(1) From Trail Dust to Star Dust , "by Edward A. Starr, pu"blished "by
the Transportation Press, 1945» Page 159«
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The act was a good one and a step in the right direction.
However, court interpretations so limited and curtailed its powers
that it iDecame an impotent factor in the nation's transportation dilemma.
For example, in a court case, the court declared that the Act did not
give the Commission authority to prescrihe rates for the future, (l)
History relates that it was enforced in an extremely lax
manner. The reasons are q.uite evident if one recalls the power of the
railroad monopolies during that period of our history. Railroads had
fallen into the hands of the major "banking houses and these hanking
houses had many extra-curricula interests - and powers.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, as established under
the authority of this 188? Congressional Act, is a quasi-judicial hody
\diose function is to carry out the prirposes of the Act. It is not one
of the executive bureaus of the government, but reports directly to
Congress.
Under the original act of 188?, there was no noticeable
overall change in the illegal and unwholesome practises of the rail-
roads. It was not -until I903 and the passage of the Elkins Act that
the Commission was given the authority and pov;er to cope with the prob-
lems of transportation regulation. This act provided penalties for
rebates and failure to collect charges. It was deemed a misdemeanor to
depart from published rates. The Elkins Act was followed by the Hepburn
Amendment of I906 which gave the Commission power to "determine and
prescribe just and reasonable maximum rates.** Reports to the Commission
(1) Maximum Rate Case, 16? U.S. k79.
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were standardized. The Carraack Amendment of I906 provided that the
initial line must issue a hill of lading and he liahle for all damages
to shippers' goods when such damages occurred on its own line, or on
that of a connecting carrier. In I9IO, the Mann-Elkins Law provided
penalties for those carriers who gave written misquotations of rates.
Under this law, the Commission was granted authority to institute
inquiries on its own initiative. Shippers were given the power to route
their own consignments. Several less important acts were passed in
succeeding years. The types of service under the jurisdiction of the
8uct were! railroads, express companies, sleeping car companies, pipe
lines, telegraph, telephone and cable companies (wire and wireless),
and water carriers. When the trucking industry came into heing, it
was not subject to the rules of these acts, not being specifically
mentioned therein.
Due to the several amendments and their enforcement, the
Interstate Commerce Commission was now an effective instrument. It
had sui'ficient power to regulate interstate commerce for the good of
the public, and, at the same time, to give a greater security to the
carriers by assuring them a reasonable rate of return on their invest-
ment. The investing public could be sure that the industry was in a
healthy state, and a good risk, by the very fact that the Commission
allowed them to continue operations. Bills of lading were required.
There was a basis for settling claims for lost and damaged freight be-
cause responsibility could be fixed.
Despite regulation, the railroads were still in a virtual
monopolistic state. Water power offered but marginal competition.
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In the middle and late 1920 's, as the trucking industry started to
grow, the railroads "began to feel the effects of their first serious
competition. The railroads lobTjied against the truckers, taking the
position that as trucks used the public highways, they were "being
indirectly suhsidized "by the governments that "built the highways. Many
railroad advertising posters carried the line "we pay our own way."
Truckers feared restrictions "by the Interstate Commerce Commission for
in all of its existence, the pro'blems of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission were, for the most part, the pro"blems of the railroads. It
was a genersJ. feeling that the Commission was "railroad-ainded" and
any of its rulings would tend to eventually legislate the motor carriers
off of the highways of America,
Though the Interstate Commerce Commission had no jxirisdiction
over the motor carriers, a series of investigations were conducted to
determine how motor carriers were affecting the "business done "by the
railroads. The "Motor Bus and Motor Truck Operations" investigation
was the first step taken "by the Interstate Commerce Commission toward
final regulation. This took place in I926. On Novem"ber I7, 1930t
further hearings were conducted. Some of the findings were as follows:
1. Within certain areas, motor carriers offer "better service
than railroads, due to their flexi"bility.
2. Unequal competition exists "between rail 8md motor carriers,
due to unregulated motor carrier operations. This had the result of
forcing railroads into am unsatisfactory financial condition.
3. There appeared to "be an excess of transportation facilities.
(1) Coordination of Motor Transportation . 182, I.C.C. 263.
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C. The Motor Carrlere Act of 1935
In 1932. Joseph Eastman, and a commission was directed "by
President Roosevelt to survey the industry and to report its findings
to Congress, Mr. Eastman submitted recommendations for control of the
motor carriers. These recommendations served as a hasis for the Motor
Carriers Act of 1935* The trucking industry was now suTsject to the
original Interstate Commerce Act and all of its later amendments. It
would not he ahle to take undue advantage of the railroads, hut would
now have to compete on a more equal footing. The act was effective as
of October 15, 1935.
All carriers who were doing "business on or ahout June 1,
1935t could continue doing business under the Interstate Commerce
Commission if they filed applications within 180 days of October 15,
1935» The same rule applied to contract carriers doing business on or
about July 1, 1935* This rule has since come to be known as the
"grandfather clause." If an application was not so filed, a carrier
had to show a need for his services before he was granted operating
rights. That fact holds true to this day. After filing of applications,
under the "grandfather clause," the Interstate Commerce Commission
required the carriers to show proof of their operations as of the
specified dates. Rights to operate were granted to others not claiming
under the clause if they could give proof of a bona fide need for their
services within specified are&s.
The "grandfather clause" is found in Section 206 of the Motor
Carriers Act. Section 20? outlines the procedure one must use in ob-
taining a certificate of public convenience and necessity. The procedure
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is as follows:
1. The applicant must "be fit, willing, and alDle to perform
the proposed service.
2. The applicant must show need for his services over the
specified routes for which he is applying.
The application is given a hearing at which time any carrier
can attempt to disprove the applicant's petition, and therelsy prevent
him from "becoming a competitor. Such hearings are scheduled and noti-
fication of the time and place is given to all parties who might "be
interested.
D. Prescribed Accounting Regulations (l)
Up to this point, it has "been pointed out how the Interstate
Commerce Commission gradually came to the point where it could regulate
activities of motor carriers of property and passengers. The prolilem
then was how to go about policing the industry to see that specifications
of the law were fulfilled. Obviously, one of the most effective means
of control wo\ild be through the checks on management and operations by
way of prescribed accounting regulations. Through interpretation of the
accounts, any illegal activities of the carriers would be evident, if
there were such activities. As the operations of motor carriers are
quite involved, a mass of detail would be required. Therefore, the
problem of prescribing a system of accounts that was complete enough
(l) Sections of the Interstate Commerce Act giving the Interstate
Commerce Commission the authority to prescribe systems of
accoxmts for carriers of property are fotmd on pages IO8-IO9.
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to give the Commiasion the information it desired, and yet not so
involved as to place a "burden on the carrier, confronted the Commission,
A survey of the industry indicated that cairriers could "be divided into
three major classes which came to "be knovm as Classes I, II, and III.
The following definitions apply to the Classes:
1. Class I—Carriers having average gross operating revenues
(including interstate and intrastate) of $100,000 or over euinually,
from property motor carrier operations,
2. Class II—Carriers having average gross operating revenues
(including interstate and intrastate) of $25,000 or over, "but under
$100,000 annually, from property motor carrier operations,
3. Class III—Carriers having average gross operating
revenues (interstate and intrastate) of less than $25,000 ann\ially,
from property motor carrier operations,
"The class to which any carrier "belongs shall "be
determined "by the average of its annual gross
operating revenues derived from motor carrier
operations as a property carrier for the three
calendar years immediately preceding the effec-
tive date of this system of accounts. If, at the
end of any su"bsequent calendar year, the aversige
of a carrier's annual gross operating revenues
from motor carrier operations for the last 3 pre-
ceding years is greater than the maximum or less
than the minimum for the class in which the car-
rier has "been previously grouped, it shall auto-
matically "be grouped in the higher or lower class
in which it falls "because of such increased or
decreased average annual gross operating revenues,
and it shall notify the Commission of the change
in its status. " (l)
(l) Uniform S;;8tem of Accounts for Class I_ Common and Cpntract Motor
Carriers of Property , pu'blished "by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, Issue of 19kQ, Page 6.
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Admittedly, the first system as prescrilDed "by the Interstate
Commerce Commission was an experiment. UndoulDtedly, modifications
would eventually follow. It was decided that only Class I carriers
would "be su"bjected to a prescrilaed system for the present "because of
two reasons:
1. The larger carriers did the "bulk of ths "business, and
were the leaders in their field. Control of the large carriers would
result in control of the larger part of the industry.
2. The larger carriers with their larger office forces were
"better equipped to maintain a prescri'bed system in detail.
The first system of accounts was prescribed on January 1,
1938. The latest modification, and the system now in use, is that
prescri"bed for use on January 1, 1948. To this date, there has "been
no accounting system prescri"bed for Class II and Class III carriers.
E. Accounting for Motor Carriers of Pro-perty
The fundamental difference "between accounting for a manufac-
turing concern and a motor carrier is that where the former deals in
tangi"ble goods, the latter deals in services. In the former there is
no inventory pro'blem except to the extent of repairs parts, and such
items as gasoline, oil, alcohol, and lu'bricants. Despite the elimina-
tion of inventory problems, accounting for motor carriers remains as
one of the most complicated problems of its kind. According to the
noted authority on accounting systems, J. K. Lasser:
"Accounting for motor carriers under interstate
regulation is highly specialized and requires, not
only a knowledge of accounting, "but a basic under-
standing of traffic movements, rate structui'e of
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tariffs, and the rules and regulations of the
Interstate Commerce Commission." (l)
Some of the items which must be ascertained from the
accotmting records are as follows:
1. Costs of overhead,
2. Analysis of performance.
3. Prosperity of the Trasiness.
4. Adequacy of depreciation.
Some of the factors which must "be included in any accounting
system for a motor carrier are as follows:
1. Direct accounting as it relates to the operation of the
truck.
2. Accounting as it relates to common and contract truck
carriers.
3. Accounting as it relates to a truck terminal that parti-
cipates in the handling of goods from consignor to ultimate consignee.
Acco\inting as it relates to the trucks when such trucks
are controlled or operated "by a railroad or subsidiary of a common
carrier "by rail. (2)
When installing an accounting system for a motor carrier,
the most important item to he considered is the item of cost. The
problem of whether a standard cost s^/stem is going to be a part of the
system or is going to be maintained as an entity must be solved,
(1) Handbook of Accounting Methods , by J. K. Lasser, published by
D, Van ITostrand Company, Inc., New York, copyright 19^3. page 779»
(2) The Motor Truck Red Book , published ty Traffic Publishing Com-
pany, Inc., New York, copyright 19^3* page 779*
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Authorities remained divided as to whether or not one is a "better
principle than the other. If the cost records are an integral part
of the general accounting system, every transaction relating to the
operation of automotive equipment is reflected in the accounts of the
general ledger, (l)
For the "best classification of accounts, when the cost item
is to "be measured from the records, the accounts as prescribed "by the
Interstate Commerce Commission are divided into sections applicable to
the various fmctions of the carriers. For instance, all expenses
incurred "by the terminal department are in one general classification,
as are all administrative and general expenses. Explanations of the
various types of costs will Tae given in detail in subsequent sections
of this thesis.
F. Comparison of a Class I. Carrier with a Class II Carrier
As an illustration of the fact that the average Class II
and/or Class III carrier would "be una"ble to fulfill the requirements
of the prescri'bed accounting system for Class I carriexs, (2) the
personnel organization of a Class I carrier is outlined "below, and
compared with a following description of a Class II organization.
Both carriers haul general commodities. (3)
(1) Hand"book of Accounting Methods, "by J. K. Lasser, pu"blished "by
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New Tork, copyright 19^3* paS® 770.
(2) See pages 110-115 for income and expense accounts as prescri'bed
for Class I Motor Carriers of Property "by the I.C.C.
(3) General commodities are all articles of commerce requiring
shipment.
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1, A Class I. Carrier .
The carrier studied ie a carrier of genered freight. The
company has operating rights allowing it to do "business within the
New England States and New York City. The main office and the terminal
are located in the greater Boston area. Other terminals are located
in shipping centers within New England. All accounting and "bookkeep-
ing is done at the main office in Boston*
At this office, ten employees do all recording and accounting.
The personnel "breakdown is as follows:
1. One cashier who records receipts, posts to the accounts
receivahle ledger, and makes up daily "bank deposits.
2. Two IBM machine operators.
3. Two clerks whose duties consist of handling account
receivable billings.
4. One file clerk who handles filing of all way"bills and
"bills of lading, claims, and correspondence.
5. One accounts paya"ble "bookkeeper who records lia"bility
to trade accounts and payable to other carriers.
6. One payroll clerk.
7. One stenographer- typist.
8. One head bookkeeper who draws up monthly statements, keeps
the ledger, smd acts as office manager.
In addition, the traffic dejjartment consists of:
1. Two rate clerks who compute charges on shipments.
2. Two part-time clerks whose duties it is to split carrier
charges when more than one carrier participates in the haul.
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3» One diepatcher who routes the traffic.
There are other rate clerks and dispatchers at the other
terminals.
2. A Class II Carrier .
This carrier studied is located in a southeastern Massachusetts
industrial tovna with a population of W),000. The carrier has operating
rights in southeastern Massachusetts and Providence. General commodities
are hauled; one terminal is maintained. The carrier conducts the ssime
type of operations as the Class I carrier on the previous page, T^ut on
a much smaller scale. The laookkeeping and acco^lnting staff of the
smaller carrier consists of the following three anployees:
1. A general "bookkeeper who records all transactions,
receives and pays out all monies.
2. A general clerk who sends out weekly statements to cus-
tomers and interline carriers, and who also does all filing, and typing.
3. A rate clerk who rates all shipments, completes all way^
"bills, and splits charges thereon "between the participating carriers.
A private accountant draws up monthly profit sind loss state-
ments, "balance sheets, and files all tax returns.
The following profit and loss accounts are used "by this
carrier:
Gross Revenue
Advertising
Cargo Insurance
Claims Paid
Depreciation
Dues and Salaries
Gasoline suad Oil
Insurance
Legal and Auditing
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Heat, Light, and Power
Miscellaneous Expenses
Office Expense
Parts Expense
Plates Expense
Policy Adjustments
Eates and Tariffs
Hepalrs
Road Expenses
Sales Expense
Taxes
Telephone
Sent
Tires and Tuhes
Truck Hire
Salaries and Wages
By comparing the ahove system of profit and loss accounts with that as
prescrToed for Class I Carriers hy the Interstate Commerce Commission,
one can realize how inadequate are the records of the smaller carrier
and how difficult it would he for the smaller carrier to "break down
all accounts in the detail required "by the prescribed system, using
"but an office staff of three employees.
G, Summary
The motor carrier industry is, as yet, in its Infancy when
compared with its hig "brother, the railroad industry. The growth of
the motor carriers of America followed the same pattern as that of the
railroads, and is now in a position where it can, and does, offer
serious competition. Due to illegal and discriminatory practises,
puhlic opinion forced Congress to restrict activities of the carriers.
Contained in these restrictions is a prescribed accounting system. As
the requirements of the accounting system are detailed, only the largest
group of carriers are able, and required, to maintain such a system. In
the future, it is possible that Class II and III carriers will have to
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maintain, an accounting system, "but not •until the Interstate Commerce
Commission can prescrilse one that is far more simple than that now in
effect for Class I carriers.
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CHAPTER II
Motor Carrier Costa
A. Introduction
Any discussion of the use of costs or accounting to "be used
for costs would "be incomplete without giving some recognition to the
economics of costs in the transportation Industry, A thorough under-
standing of the economics of carrier costs is impossihle on the part
of any individual who does not have a first-hand knowledge of the actual
operations of a carrier. There are few authorities on costs of motor
carriers. The Tausiness as it is today is Taut an infant of twenty-five
years. In the Boston area, the writer discovered Tmt one person who
was actively engaged as a transportation cost accountant in private
enterprise. There are texts on the subject of transportation costs
Taut there is a scarcity of application of cost principles to the
actual operational data of motor carriers. The theories recited herein
are accepted "by transportation economists as the fundamental economics
of transportation.
Motor carrier operational costs can "be divided into three
general groups; varialjle costs, constant costs, and joint costs.
B. Variable Costs
Variable costs have many other names. Prom time to time,
they have been referred to as out-of-pocket costs, direct costs, sep-
arable costs, and differential costs. The variable cost is defined by
Daggert as follows:
"Costs which may be segregated, which are first in-
curred when a particular article is offered for
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transportation and which disappesu: when that
article ceases to move, are known as out-of-
pocket costs. They change "by their very nature
in proportion to the ammotint of traffic and they
are, therefore, variable." (l)
Daniels states that:
"it is the extra expense incurred if this parti-
CTilar traffic moves . . . and not incurred if it
does not so move which is termed the 'out-of-
pocket* expense for this particular item of
traffic." (2)
The varialile expenses are those which come into "being with
the movement of the freight. They include such items as gasoline,
drivers' wages, supervision, and also "that portion of the otherwise
common expense which varies directly with the units of output," (3)
such as depreciation and olasolescence to which trucks are sulDjected,
occasioned "by the miles run. Added items of output (4) cause added
items of expense \diich can he directly assigned to the added output.
However, it must he pointed out that some variable costs vary more
directly with the activities of the carrier than do other variable
costs. As an example of this, let us compare the expense of gasoline
with that of supervision. The cost of gasoline will vary directly
with the use of the vehicles, regardless of how few or how many miles
€ure covered. But the expense of supervision will vary in a series of
upward, or downward, steps. The cost of supervising the activities of
(1) PrinciDles of Inland Transportation , lay Stuart Daggert, pu"blished
hy Harper Brothers, 19^1, page 317'
(2) Price of Trans-portation Service , "by Winthrop Daniels, page 62.
(3) Explanation of the Development of Motor Carrier Costs , puhlished
hy the Interstate Commerce Commission, Pe"b. 19^9. page 3»
{k) Output is defined as weight or "bulk of goods and distance delivered.
J. M. Clark, Encyclopedia of Social Sciences (1937). Vol. II.
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one mechanic would prooa"bly "be the sajne aa that of ten mechanics
,
However, with the addition of an eleventh mechanic, more supervision
would oe necessary and that item of expense would take a step upward.
Daggert recognized this principle, that certain variaTsle costs react
to operations more quickly than others, when he stated,
"Doulatless, there are no costs which are purely
constant or purely varialDle, "but there are costs
that are predominantly of one character or the
other." (l)
It has heen estaolished that these added costs are incurred
"by the carrier for each added Increment of output. By following this
theory one step further, it can be seen how this variable transportation
cost concept is of primary importance when rates are to be establishied.
Many times, the question of hauling additional frei^t can be settled
"by knowing whether or not the rates will cover variable expenses.
Stocker says,
If the additional traffic covers all the costs
that are incurred by its acceptance, the operator
cannot possibly be poorer by accepting the frei^t." (2)
The Interstate Commerce Commission recognized this principle for it
stated,
"It is a well-established and generally recognized
rule that if additional business can be taken on
at rates which will contri'aute at lea-st a little
in addition to the actual out-of-pocket expense,
the carrier will be advantaged to that extent and
all of its patrons will "be benefitted to the extent
to which such traffic contri'outes to the net rev-
enue. It is obvious that without the amount of
(1) Princi-ples of Inland TransTPortaticn . by Stuart Daggert, published
by Earper Brothers, 19^1f page 3^7*
(2) Motor traffic Management
.
by H. E. Stocker. published by Prentice-
Eall, 193&> page 231.
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net revenue contributed "by this class of traffic,
ass-uming a certain amount of revenue to "be nec-
essary, such revenue nnist be contributed entirely
by the remaining traffic, and the exclusion of
this competitive traffic would increase the burden
upon the other traffic to a corresponding extent." (l)
C. Constant Costs
Constsmt, or indirect, costs are those costs which are not
changing continually with operation of the carrier. They are the min-
imum expenses necessary even before operations can commence. Daggert
defines them as follows:
"The phrase 'constant cost' has been used , , .
to indicate those expenses which, in the aggregate,
do not change with changes in the volume of busi-
ness done, neither rising as traffic grows, nor
falling off as traffic declines." (2)
Expenses which would continue evenly, even though carrier activities
fluctuated greatly, can be called constant. Such expense items as in-
surance, building maintenance and repairs, and administrative salaries,
have elements of constancy in them. It is a basic economic factor, that,
though a business can exist over the short run by recovering variable
costs, in order to continue operations over the long-run period, con-
stant costs must be met. It has been stated that all tariffs are con-
structed so that all costs plus a profit will be received through charges,
but rates within the tariff can be found which do not fully recover con-
stant costs. (3) This means, of course, that other freight must bear
(1) 2k I.C.C. 129, 132. (1922),
(2) Principles of Inland Transportation . Stuart Daggert, published by
Harper Brothers, 19^1* page 31?
.
(3) Stated by Mr. Joseph Day, Examiner of Accounts for the I.C.C. in
the New England Area.
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not only its arla'ble cost, "but more than its share of burden. In
the published teu-iffs, variable costs are always recovered.
D. Joint Costs
To best explain joint carrier costs, it seems advisable
to give an example of joint costs resulting from a manufacturing operap-
tion. An example of joint production is that of illuminating gas and
coke. The production of one is inseparable from the other, but how
can expenses of production be allotted between the gas on one hand and
the coke on the other. Joint costs must be allocated to the total
output of both products on some basis that is deemed equitable. The
actioal cost of each of the joint products cannot be specifically
identified. Some carrier costs have characteristics of joint costs
in them. For example, let us say there is a need for truck transporta-
tion from Boston to New York City. Freight will be carried one way,
and the vehicle will have to retxirn empty -unless some other freight
can be found. To cover variable costs, other freight is carried on
the return trip from New York City to Boston at a low rate. The return
trip load has all the elements of a by-product. The cost of the round
trip is a joint cost for it represents not only the cost of the "main
product" from Boston to New York City, but also the cost of the by-
product on the return trip.
E. Summary
From the foregoing discussion, we have recognized three
classes of costs which would require recognition if we were constructing
compensatory rates based on cost. The eatpenses of a motor carrier of
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property are principally made up of those expenses which have a tendency
to change directly with the amount of traffic handled. There also
exist other expenses which remain relatively constant though there
may "be substantial changes in the amount of traffic handled. In effect,
they are incurred on "behalf of the organization as a whole and cannot
"be circumvented without abandonment of the entire operation. A third
type of cost, called joint cost, is peculiar to such operations as the
round trip movement. This type of cost is similar to that found for
costs of by-products in the case of Hianufactxiring processes.
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CHAPTER III
Operational Costs of the Motor Carrier
A. Introduction
Despite the fact that the motor transportation Industry Is
closely guided and guarded liy federal and state regulations, it is one
of the most highly competitive industries In America today. Under the
"grandfather clause" of the Motor Carriers Act, anyone who had "been
in huslness prior to Jtane 1, 1935» could continue operating as a
carrier if he could show proof of such operations. As a result, it
Is entirely possllsle that there are more carriers than there is "busi-
ness to support them during the slack seasons and years. Marginal
"businesses are continually going out of operations and selling their
operating rights to others who wish to enter the field. The concern
that wishes to continue operations, and "be certain of a profit and a
continued existence, is the one that utilizes every known method of
controlling costs and preparing for the operations of the future. One
of the most valuable aids that could "be utilized "by carriers is a good
standard cost system,
B. Definition of Standard Costs
V/. B, Lawrence states,
"A standard cost is a figure which represents an
amount that can "be taken as typical of the cost of
an article or other cost factor, and that can "be
used with su"bstantial accuracy for managerial and
cost control purposes." (l)
(l) Cost Accounting , "by W. B. Lawrence, published "by Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 19^, New York, pages 2^9, 250,
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Cost figures may be divided into two "broad clasaes: historical costs
and predetermined costs, (l) After completion of a certain process,
or service, the cost data can "be surveyed and certain representative
amounts can "be determined, v;ith the expectation that if the process
were to "be repeated under similar conditions, similar cost data would
result. All things being equal, the operations of the future should
bring forth the same statistical results as did the past operations, if
such operations are of the same nature. Standard costs are actually
a basic tool of industrial forecasting. In speaking of basic standards
for production of goods, Paton states,
"Basic cost standards may be defined as definite
allowances for each product cost element set up
to serve as measures for the control of plant
operations." (2)
Paraphrasing Paton, and adapting the statement to the motor carrier
industry, it can be said that standard costs are those predetermined
allowances for each function set up to serve as meastires for the
control of carrier operations. The revenue producing functions of the
past must be measured when policies of the future are being determined. (3)
C» Reasons for Standard Costs
Standard costs are as valuable to the seller of transportation
services as they axe to the manufacturer. It is as important for the
(1) Cost Accounting . Principles and Practice , by John J. W. Neuner,
Ph.D., published by Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Chicago, 19^7. page 509.
(2) Accotmtants * Handbook , by W. A. Paton, Ph.D., CP. A., published
by the Ronald Press, New York, 19^, page 225.
(3) Handbook of Accounting Methods , by J. K. Lasser, CP.A., published
by D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 19^3. page 18^, 185.
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common carrier of freight to know what it should cost to transport
goods as it is for the manufacttirer to know what it shotiLd cost to
make an article.
How can standard costs "be used in a trucking concern? With
accurate standards, management can detect any variances "between the
standard and the actual cost and therehy notice what it is that is
costing more than was eacpected. Steps can be taken to attempt to elimi-
nate the causes of the defect, (l) Standard costs can he used to
estimate fut\are operational costs and as an aid in the preparation of
"budgets. They are useful in the preparation of petitions to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission when requesting a change in rates. Accurate
standard costs reduce much clerical lahor and expense. Because of the
use of standards, the entire organization may "become "cost-minded" and
aid in keeping actual costs under control. Some of the reasons for
cost finding given "by Lasser are as follows:
1. To facilitate price setting.
2. To furnish data concerning the employment and efficiency
of labor.
3. To show where cost reductions might he affected.
To aid in schedtiling and planning operations. (2)
It is of the utmost importance that carrier management knows
the standard costs for certain operations because much of the work
performed by caurriers is not capable of being directly controlled "by
(1) See "Problems of Unusual Items," page 103
.
(2) Handbook of Accounting Methods , by J. K. Lasser, CP. A., published
by D, Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 19^3
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management. For example, the drivera of the vehicles may te using
gasoline for their personal use. Management would have no way of knowing
that the vehicles were using more gasoline per mile than they had "been
if standards were not referred to. Other uses of standard costs will
"be outlined in detail in suhsequent chapters.
D. Standards for the Motor Carrier of Property
Before standard costs can Ise developed for the common carrier
of freight, it is necessary to recognize the operations that require a
standard. In the msinufacturing industry, a standard must he developed
for the cost of materials, lahor, and overhead. But the freight carrier
is selling services, so different types of standards are needed.
The first step, therefore, is to determine what services the
trucker offers to the puhlic. Fundamentally, he offers the service of
hauling freight from a shipper to a consignee. In order to carry out
that service, the carrier must do several things. First of all, he
must set up and maintain an organization large enough to he ahle to
offer adequate service to all who might apply. Secondly, he must con-
vince the shipper that he should use his particular service. Then the
freight must he picked up and brought to the terminal for reshipment to
its ultimate destination. Documents of shipment must be prepared.
The proper party must he hilled, the results of all operations must he
recorded, and statements must he prepared. The freight must he protected
while in transit. The csirrier may have to repack the freight, and if
the freight is lost, stolen, or damaged, the carrier must make good
that loss to the shipper.
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In order to develop a set of standards for carriers of motor
freight, it is necessary to group costs into certain classes. The
"basis of each class should l3e the function of motor carrier operations
which causes that cost. After a study of operations, it has "been
determined that there are six distinct types of cost which lend them-
selves to the development of standards. Each of the costs represents
a motor carrier ftmction. For each of these functions, the standard
must "be developed for future usage. They are as follows:
1. Mileage Costs.
2. Hourly Costs,
3. Terminal Costs.
U, Billing and Accounting Costs.
5. Sales Costs.
6. Administrative Costs.
E. Mileage Costs
The largest group of expenses are those caused "by the direct
physical operations of the vehicles. The costs of gasoline, oil,
repairs, parts, tires, and tulses, are expenses which sb-OTild "be separated
from all other carrier costs "because they have one thing in common.
All are caused "by the fact that the vehicles travel over the highways.
None of these costs would arise if the vehicles were idle in the garage.
Motor carriers use more than one type of equipment. For long hauls,
the largest vehicles are used. For the local pick-up and delivery
operations, smaller trucks have their place. Therefore, it is evident
that the mileage costs of the smaller vehicle will not equal that of
the larger trucks and trailers, A standard for mileage expenses must
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not only "be developed for the company as a whole, but for each class
of operating tmit within the business. The mechanics of developing
such standards will be dealt with in Chapter 7.
F. Hourly Costs
All other direct operationsd costs of the vehicles can be
grouped under an hourly cost heading. Such items as insurance of the
vehicles, depreciation of the vehicles, taxes (except certain social
security taxes), (l) drivers' and helpers* wages continue from hour to
hour and day to day even though the vehicles are inoperative. Certain
vehicles on certain days will be in operation more hours than others.
Drivers are paid on an hours-of-operation basis. The vehicles, while
traveling, are operating as revenue producing units. For purposes of
standard cost finding, it is necessary to consider only the number of
hours the vehicles are in operation. The objective, in this instance,
is to compute the cost of operating vehicles per hour. Considerations
must be given to the sizes and costs of the vehicles as in the case
of mileage costs. The methods of developing hourly standards will be
indicated in Chapter VI.
G. Terminal Costs
The next ceurier function to be considered is terminal hand-
ling of freight across the platform, and the costs which arise from
such operations. Platform laborers and supervisors, the cost of oper-
ating the terminal, and all expenses caused by the break-bulk operations
(l) Certain social security taxes should not be applied as an hourly
cost because such taxes are paid on wages which have been classi-
fied either as mileage, terminal, billing and accounting, sales
or administrative cost.
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of the terminal are examples of this group of expenses. Platform costs
include all expenses incurred in connection vrith the transfer of freight
from one line-haul vehicle to another or "between a line-haul vehicle sind
a collection and delivery vehicle, (l) The prohlem in this instance
will "be to determine the cost per hundred pounds, or per ton, for
freight handled across the terminal platform.
H. Billing; and Accounting Costs
Certain costs arise "because of the necessity of preparing
"bills of lading, wayT)ills, and other documents of shipment. The cus-
tomer mast "be "billed, and the final results of all transactions must
"be calculated.
"Billing and collecting expenses include, generally,
the salaries of the "billing clerks, rating clerks,
interline settlement clerks, and clerks whose time
is spent wholly in filing and sorting "bills." (2)
These costs will all "be distri^buted on a per-shipment "basis to arrive
at a standard "billing and accounting cost per "bill prepared,
I. Sales Costs
In order to create a desire on the part of the shipper to
use his partictilar service in preference to that of a competitor, it
is necessary for the motor carrier to advertise, and otherwise attempt
to solicit "business. Due to regulation of rates, and "because of the
Interstate Commerce Commission prohi"bitions concerning rate discrimination,
(1) Explanation of the DeveloTament of Motor Carrier Costs , pu^blished
"by the Interstate Commerce Commission, 19^9 1 page ^2.
(2) Ibid , page 44.
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all competition must Ise on a service 'basiB, Therefore, when a shipper
is "shopping* for a ceurrier, he will hire the one who will offer the
"best service. By advertising, the carrier tries to convince the
shipper that his service is superior to that of all other competitors.
Because of this necessary advertising, solicitation, and other methods
of selling the service, a distinctive class of costs arises. A stan-
dard can "be developed for this cost in order to determine what future
sales costs should "be if an estimated amount of revenue is to 'be
olatained.
J. Administrative Costa
,
The over-SLLl cost of administration and all other general
expenses that are heneficial to the organization as a whole form a
class of expenses for which a standard must "be developed. Such items
as office expenses, and office supplies are administrative costs as
are the wages of top management. The reasons for development of such
costs are clearly stated "by Ortman as follows:
"The average accounting record is not sufficient
for the purpose of judging the efficiency of a
clerical department. Cost records . . . will
provide unit cost figures "by operations . . .
(that) will ena"ble us to set standards for each
elementary cost unit and facilitate effective
executive action through the resulting comparisons, "(l)
K. Summary
Standard costs are average expected costs for the future,
"based on qualified historical past performances. (2) They can "be
(1) Hand"bo ok of Business Administration , edited "by W. J. Donald,
pu"blished "by McGraw Hill Book Co., New Tork, 1931| page 100^.
(2) See •'Pro'blems of Unusual Items," page IO3.
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used "by motor carriers of property in the same manner ae they are
commonly used in manufacturing industries. The "best method of develop-
ing motor carrier standard costs is "by dividing carrier activities
into six major functions and computing a standard for each function.
The reasons for computing such standards are numerous. Sweetser
states:
"It is not a mere compilation of figures prepared
in the accounting department after the fact, and
full of mystery to others. It is a method which
provides every department head in advance with
accurate allowances showing him the limits to
which he can go safely in authorizing expenditures.
It shows what the product ought to cost in detail
and separates the cost of inefficiency of opera^
tions, there'by pointing out weaknesses to "be
attacked and the direction required for intelli-
gent cost reduction." (l)
(l) From 0-Derating Data For Line Officials , "by F. L. Sweetser, General
Manager, Dutchess Manufacttiring Company, an article in Handbook
of Business Administration , pu'blished ty McGraw Hill Book Company,
New Tork. 1931. page 682.
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CHAPTiE IV
Accounts Used in the Development of Standard Costs
for Motor Carriers of Pro-perty
A, Introduction
The Interstate Commerce Commission has specified which
accounts must "be kept hy Class I carriers, and has also conveniently
numhered such accounts. In order that the development of the six
standards described In the preceding chapter shall "be used In con-
jtinctlon with the prescrihed system (as of January 1, 19^), the
accounts as given will he used, even though it may "be necessary to
divide some of them into more than one class of expense*
All accounts can now "be listed under their six major classi-
fications. The classifications are as follows:
1. Mileage Costs.
2. Hourly Costs.
3. Terminal Costs.
k. Billing and Accounting Costs.
5. Sales Costs.
6. Administrative Costs.
B. Mileage Costs
The mileage factor is the hasis for this class of expense.
As mileage increases, mileage costs increase, though not necessarily
in the same proportion, (l) The following costs and their Interstate
(l) The Use of Costs in Making Rates , hy Dr. Ford Edwards, National
Committee on Accotinting, American Trucking Association, Washington
D.C., October 11. 19^.
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Commerce Commiseion claesificatlon ntunlDer are properly Included as
mileage costs: (l)
1. #4110 - Equipment Maintenance - Supervision. This
account shall include salaries and "bomises of officers, foremen,
superintendents, and others who direct the repairing, and servicing of
revenue equipment, and other equipment used in keeping the vehicles
in good running condition. Salaries and other pay of administrative
employees of the equipment maintenance department are includilile.
2. #ifl20 - Equipment Maintenance - Office and Other Erpense.
This accotmt includes the cost of services and supplies and other
expenses inctirred in the administration of the equipment maintenance
department, such as cost of operating service cars, travel expense,
postage, and other expenses of this department.
3. #4130 - Equipment Maintenance - Repairs and Servicing of
Revenue Equipment. This account includes the salaries of employees,
cost of parts, materials, and supplies used in repairing and servicing
revenue equipment. Also, the costs of replacing such items as tire
chains, lamps, tarpaulins, and fire extinguisher refills are in-
cludible.
k, #4160 - Equipment Maintenance - Tires and Tubes. This
account includes the cost of tires and tubes used on revenue equipment,
and the cost of keeping the tires and tubes in good repair.
5. #ifl80 - Equipment Maintenance - Other Maintenance Expenses.
This account includes the costs of maintaining revenue equipment that
(1) The explfiumtion of accounts given herein is, for the most part,
a summary of account explanations as given in the Interstate
Commerce Act.
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are not provided for elsewhere, such as the cost of heat, light, and
power used in the garage, towing, and wrecking costs, etc.
6. #^250 - Transportation - ?uel for Revenue Equipment. This
account includes the cost of gasoline euid other motor fuel used in
revenue equipment.
7. #^260 - Transportation - Oil for Hevenue Equipment. This
account includes the cost of motor oil used in revenue equipment.
8. #5210 - Taxes - Gasoline, Other Fuel, and Oil Taxes.
This account includes the taxes on fuel and lulsricants recorded in
accounts #4250 and #4260.
9« #5040 - Depreciation of Shop and Garage Equipment. This
account includes the depreciation charges of machinery and equipment
neces saury to keep the vehicles in good repair.
C. Hourly Costs
The items of cost which continue from day to day, regardless
of the numher of miles traveled "by the vehicles, are listed under this
heading. The following items are includible as hourly costs:
1. #4210 - Tremsportation - Supervision. This account
includes salaries and Clonuses of officers and other employees engaged
in supervising and directing transportation. Pay and "bonuses of clerks,
inspectors, dispatchers and other administrative employees in this
department are included.
2. #4220 - Transportation - Office and Other Expenses. This
account includes the cost of services and supplies and other expenses
incurred in connection with the administration of the transportation
department.
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3. #4230 - Transportation - Drivers and Helpers. This account
includes the pay of drivers, and helpers, even though they may merely
"be on daty in readiness to go into service.
4. #4280 - Treuisportation - Other Transportation Expense.
This account includes all transportation expenses that are not provided
for elsewhere, such as: "badges for drivers, drivers' uniforms, fines
for traffic violations, and meals for drivers.
5. #4510 - Insurance and Safety - Supervision. This
account includes salaries and "bonuses of insurance and safety depeirt-
ment employees, and an equitable portion of ssilaries of other officers
and employees who are engaged in general supervision of insurance and
safety departments. The payments to attorneys and investigators for
service in connection with duties of this department are includi'ble.
6. #4520 - Insurance and Safety - Office and Other Expenses.
This account includes supervisory expense of this department not included
elsewhere, including special costs in procuring insurance, "brokerage
fees, insurance inspection fees, costs of safety-first campaigns, su"b-
scriptions to trade journals. Also includi"ble are costs of travel for
employees when such travel is caused "by any loss and damage cases.
7. #^530 - Insurance and Safety - Puhlic Lia"bility and
Property Damage. This account includes the cost of premituns necessary
to protect the carrier against lia"bility for deaths or of injuries to
persons and damage to the property of others,
8. #4540 - Insursmce and Safety - Workmens* Compensation.
This account includes the cost of insurance required to provide for
workmens* compensation or similar employee protection. Payments
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made, not covered "by insurance, on accotint of claims for injuries to
and deaths of employees must "be de"bited to this account.
9» #4550 - Insurance and Safety - Cargo Lose and Hamage,
This account includes the cost of commercial insurance to protect the
carrier sigainst liability for claims resulting from loss and damage
to, or delay of, property intrusted to it for transportation and
storage.
10. #4560 - Insurance and Safety - Fire, Theft, and Collision.
This account includes the cost of commercial instirance to protect the
carrier against fire, theft, and collision damage to ovmed or leased
vehicles and for fire insurance on structiires and other equipment. If
there is not any commercial insurance, or self insurance reserve, this
account shall "be charged with actual losses from fire, theft, and
collision.
11. #4570 - Insurance smd Safety - Other Insurance Expense.
This account includes the cost of commercial insurance against loss
from various casualties such as "boiler explosion, h'urricane, and other
risks not provided for elsewhere, or losses from casueilties if no
insurance is carried.
12. #4580 - Insiorance and Safety - Other Insurance and
Safety Department Expenses. This account includes the cost of the
insurance and safety department, other than risks, and claims, that
£u:e not provided for elsewhere.
13. #5220 - Vehicle License and Registration Fees. This
account includes the cost of all taxes, licenses, and fees assessed
for the jjrivilege of operating revenue vehicles over the highways.
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1^. #5230 - Real Estate and Personal Property Taxes. This
account includes the amounts paid in taxes, "based on the value of real
estate and personal property.
15. #52i^O - Social Security Taxes. This account includes the
cost of social security and unemployment and old age "benefit taxes
paya"ble to the federal and state governments,
16. #5250 - Other Taxes. This account includes the cost of
all other taxes not provided for from account #5210 to account #52W).
17» #5010 - Depreciation of Structtires. This account includes
the depreciation charges of all carrier "buildings and structures owned
"by the carrier, (l)
18. #5020 - Depreciation of Revenue Equipment. This account
includes the depreciation charges of suLl trucks, trailers, and tractors
used as revenue producing equipment.
19. #5030 - Depreciation of Service Oca's and Equipment.
This account includes the depreciation charges of automo"biles,
wreckers, sand and salt cars, tow cars, etc. (2)
20. #5060 - Depreciation of Miscellaneous Equipment. This
account includes the depreciation charges of equipment owned and
employed "by the carrier not provided for elsewhere.
(1) Depreciation of the terminal should "be deducted and allocated to
the terminal classification. Office depreciation is jjart of the
"billing and accounting cost. Any depreciation of the sales office
and of the general office should "be allocated to that group of
costs. Depreciation of the garage where repair work is done is
^ part of the mileage costs.
(2) Costs which can "be properly allocated to the terminal, sales
office, repair garage, administrative office, or "billing and
accoimting or administrative offices should "be so allocated.
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D, Terminal CoBt8
The term "terminal" designates any dock, warehouse, depot,
or other place of "business used for the pturpose of accepting or other-
wise handling shipment for freight motor carriers, (l) Freight is
deposited at the terminal for reshipment to other points. Because of
the task of handling freight across the platform, certain costs are
incurred. These costs, referred to as terminal costs in this thesis,
are as follows:
1. #4310 - Terminal - Supervision Salaries. This account
Includes the cost of salaries and other payments to officials and
employees engaged in terminal operation supervision.
2. #4320 - Terminal - Office and Other Expenses. This
account includes the cost of office supplies and expenses consumed In
connection with administrative functions of the terminal department.
3. #4340 - Terminal - Salaries and Wages - Platform Employees.
This account includes the cost of salaries and wages of all platform
employees engaged in loading, unloading, and platform handling of the
freight.
^« #^350 - TermineJ. - Other Terminal Employees. This account
Includes the pay of miscellaneous terminal employees, as yardmen.
Janitors, watchmen, and cleaners*
5. #4360 - Terminal - Commission Agents, This account Includes
the amounts paid to others on a commission or other "basis for the
(1) State of Iowa Regulations of Terminals, from Motor Truck Red
Book . pu"bllshed "by Traffic Puhlishing Company, Inc., New York,
1940, page 67.
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solicitation, terminal handling, and pick-ttp and delivery of freight
at points where the carrier does not operate a terminal,
6. #if380 - Terminal - Other Terminal Expenses. This account
includes the costs of platform supplies, and other expenses incurred
in the operation of the terminal. Light, heat, water, and power used
in the terminal are properly includiMe in this account,
S. Blllin
|
g and Accounting Costa
Billing and accounting costs include expenses for rating,
"billing, extending, and other clerical work performed "by the carrier's
employees, (l) The ex^jenses which are grouped \ander this classifica-
tion are as follows:
1. #4312 - Terminal - Salaries and Fees - Billing and Collec-
tion. This account includes the pay of cashiers and other employees
engaged in rating, "billing, and manifesting freight shipments and pay-
ments to outside companies for manifesting, rating, emd collecting
freight hUls.
2. #^313 - Terminal - Other Office Employees. This account
includes the cost of pay of terminal employees not provided for in
accoiint #4312.
3. #4612 - Administrative and General - Salaries and Revenue
Accoiinting. This account includes the pay of employees engaged in
handling revenue accounting.
(1) The Use of Costs in Making Rates , "by Ford K. Edwards, pu"blished
"by National Committee on AccoTinting, American Trucking Associa-
tion. Washington, D.C., Octo"ber 11, 1948, page 8.
).
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k. #4613 - Administrative and General - Salaries - Other
General Office Employees. This account includes the pay of all general
office employees not included in account #4612, such as typists, jani-
tors, and other employees.
5. #4622 - Administrative and General - Expenses of General
Office Employees. This account includes the traveling and other inci-
dental expenses incurred l3y general office employees whose salaries
are included in accounts #4612 and #4613.
6. #4623 - Administrative and General - Other General Office
Expenses. This account includes the cost of supplies and expenses
incurred in connection with the carrier's general administrative
functions. .
7. #4635 - Administrative and General - Outside Auditing
Expenses. This account includes the cost of auditing and accounting
services rendered "by individuals or firms other than the carrier's
own employees.
8. #5050 - Depreciation of Furniture and Office Equipment.
This account includes depreciation charges for furniture, office
appliances and equipment ovmed hy the carrier, (l)
F. Sales Costs
Sales costs are those expenses inctu'red "by selling the service
to the putlic. The expenses included in this class of cost are as
follows:
(1) Care must Tae taken to separate depreciation charges on furniture
and fixtures used in other departments, as those used at the
terminal.
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1. #i4i+10 - Traffic - Supervision. This account includes the
salaries and "bonuses of officers, traffic managers, and other employees
\iho are directly in charge of the promotion and solicitation of trsiffic.
2. #4420 - Traffic - Office and Other Expenses. This account
includes the supervisory costs not provided for elsewhere, including
cost of maintaining and operating automolsiles, postage, travel expenses,
and other expenses of those employees engaged in selling the services,
3. #^30 - Traffic - Tariffs and Schedules. This accotint
includes the cost of puhlishing tariffs and schedules, except salaries
which are included in the two aforementioned accounts, #4410 and #4420.
4. #4450 - Traffic - Advertising. This account includes the
costs, other than salaries, incurred in connection with advertising for
the purpose of securing traffic.
5. #4^80 - Traffic - Other Traffic Expense. This account
includes the costs pertaining to the traffic department not provided
for in accounts #4410, #4420, #4430. and #4i^50.
G. Adminis trative Expenses
Administrative expenses represent the cost of management and
miscellaneous costs that are not caused "by any of the direct operations
of the enterprise. Costs in this classification are as follows:
1. #4611 - Administrative and General - Salaries, General
Officers. This account includes the cost of salaries, "bonuses, and
other forms of payment for services of general officers whose juris-
diction extends over the carrier's entire transportation system.
2. #^4^21 - Administrative and General - Expenses, General
Officers. This account Includes the expenses, incurred for the "benefit
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of motor carrier operations "by officers whose salaries are includilile
in account #4611, as costs of operation and maintaining vehicles, and
traveling expenses.
3. #4630 - Administrative and Genersil - Law Expenses. This
account includes costs of carrier's law department, other than salaries
of employees, including amounts due outsiders for legal services and
related expenses.
4. #4640 - Administrative and General - Communication Service.
This accotint includes costs of telephone, telegraph, radio, etc.,
service payaTsle to outsiders.
5. #4645 - Administrative and General - Employees* Welfare
Service. This account includes payments for pensions and other "bene-
fits to active and retired carrier employees and expenses incurred
in carrying out relief, medical, or other services for the "benefit
of the carrier's employees. Any sums paid into any retirement funds
must "be included in this account.
6. #4650 - Administrative and General - Management and Super-
vision Fees. This account includes expenses incurred for services
received from others under a service contract, or other arrangement
provided for the furnishing of genereuL management, supervision, pur-
chasing, financial, or other genersQ. services.
7. #4660 - Administrative and General - Uncollecti"ble Revenues.
This account includes losses on receiva'bles for carrier operating
revenue.
8. #4675 - Administrative and General - Purchasing and Stores
Expense. This account includes expenses incurred "by the operation of
a purchasing department.
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9. #^70 - Administrative and General - Regulatory Expeneee.
This account includes expenses of the carrier in connection with respect
to formal cases "before federal and state regulatory tiodies, or cases
to which such a "body is a party. Also assessments against the carrier
for pay and expenses of the regulatory commission.
10. #4680 - Administrative and General - Other General
Expenses. This account includes all expenses connected with motor
carrier operations not provided for elsewhere, including fees and
expenses of filing annual reports, charitahle contributions, etc.
H. Exceptions
Many of the items in some of the six general classes miet
"be further split if accurate results are to "be obtained. A graphic
illustration of allocation of all accounts used in the development of
standard costs can he found "by referring to Illustration I on pages
52 and 53.
As certain accotmts do not lend themselves easily to this
method of classifying costs, special attention must he given to the
exceptions in order to avoid any misrepresentations. For example,
account #4540, Workmens' Compensation Insiurance, has in it elements
which rightfully belong to each one of the six classes. It is true
that the bulk of wages paid, and workmens' compensation paid, is for
wages of the drivers amd helpers, (l) but such insurance is eilso paid
on Wages of garage repairmen, storekeepers, and all other employees.
Therefore, this expense, though listed under the hourly cost ^oup,
should be included in each one of the other five classifications,
(l) See "For Hire Truckloadings by Months," page 118.
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Another accotmt which has similar characteristics is account #52^,
Social Security Taxes.
Actually, there is no limit to the amount of refinement that
can he carried through in setting forth an accurate 'break-down of all
costs into the classes suggested. Each carrier has his own peculisu:'
prohlems, and each carrier must adapt the allocation to fit his own
operations.
It will be noted that accounts of the #5300 group, Operating
Rents, have been omitted. These accounts would naturally be a part of
the operating expenses, but to include them would be a mere repetition
of the depreciation charge illustration. If a carrier rented equip-
ment exclusively, there wo\ild be no vehicle depreciation charges. It
is very possible, and quite common, for a carrier to rent revenue pro-
ducing equipment from other carriers for certain operations. The
rental charges would be included in the same cost classification with
depreciation charges for equipment used for the same purposes. One
charge is merely a substitution for another.
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Illustration !_ - Explanation
The illnstration found on pages 52 and 53 is a graphic pres-
entation of the first step to "be taken in the development of standard
costs for a motor carrier of property using the system of accounts pr^
scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission as of January 1, 19^48. In
order to obtain representative standards, it is necessary to carefully
select the period which is closest to the normal period. Ideally,
the past year would probably yield the best results because operations
of the future year would be expected to more closely parallel the past
year, all things being equal. As caurrier operations are seasonal, a
full year is the minimum period that should be utilized, (l)
By referring to the following two pages, the following items
should be noted:
1, The extreme left column contains the prescribed accounts
and account numbers, required by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
2, The six cost classifications range from left to right
across the pages.
3, A check mark has been placed in the cost column opposite
the accounts which contain elements of cost pertaining to that parti-
cular class. It will be noted that several accounts are checked in
more than one column. This indicates that the items charged to that
account have characteristics of several cost groups.
(1) See "Average Wage Per Employee," page 11?
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ILLUSTRATION I
Break-Dov/n of Accounts as Prescribed for Class I_ Carriers
of Freights Into Six Cost Classifications
ICC
Acct
Ho . Hsune of Accotint
I
'
lUilO Equipment Maintenance-Supervision
i^l20 Office & Other Expenses
4130 Repairs & Servlclng-Rev.Equlp.
4160 Tires & Tubes-Revenue Equip.
4180 Other Maintenance Expenses
4210 Transportation-Supervision
4220 Office & Other E^enses
4230 Drivers & Helpers
4250 Fuel for Revenue Equip.
4260 Oil for Revenue Equip.
4280 Other Transportation Expenses
4311 Terminal-Supervisory Salaries
4312 Salaries & Fees-Bill 'g & Coll'g
4313 Other Office Employees
4320 Office & Other Expenses
4340 Salaries & Wages-Platform Emp'es
4350 Other Terminal Employees
4360 Commission Agents
4380 Other Terminal Expenses
4410 Traffic-Supervision
4420 Office & Other Expenses
4430 Tariffs & Schedules
4450 Advertising
4480 Other Traffic Expenses
4510 Insurance & Safety-Supervision
4520 Office & Other Expenses
4530 Public Liability & Prop. Damage
4540 Workmen's Compensation
4550 Cargo Loss & Damage
4560 Fire, Theft, & Collision
4570 Other Ins-urance Expense
4580 Other Ins. & Safety Dept. Exp.
4611 Administrative & Gen. -Salaries-
General Officers
4612 Salaries-Revenue Accounting
4613 Salaries-Other Off.Emp'es
4621 Expenses of General Offices
4622 Expenses of Gen.Off. Employees
4623 Other Gen. Office E:q?enses
4630 Law Expenses
4635_ Outside Auditing Expenses
Mile- Term- Billing
age Hourly Inal '& Acctg Sales Admin.
Costs Costs Costs Costs Cost Costs
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ILLUSTRATION I-B
ICC
Acct
No. Name of Accotuit
Mile- Term-
age Hourly inal
Costs Costs Costs
Billing
& Acctg Sales Admin-
Costs Cost Costs
k6l40 Administrative & General-
Communication Service
4645 Employee's Welfare Service
4650 Management & Supervision Fees
4660 UncollectioLe Revenues
4670 Regulatory Expenses
4675 Purchasing & Store Expenses
4680 Other G-eneral Expenses
5010 Depreciation of Structures
5020 of Revenue Equipment
5030 of Service Cars & Equipment
5040 of Shop & Garage Equipment
5050 of Furniture & Office Equip.
5060 of Miscellaneous Equipment
5210 Gasoline, Other Fuel, & Oil Taxes
5220 Vehicle License & Registration Fees
5230 Real Estate & Pers.Prop. Taxes
5240 Social Security Taxes
5250 Other Taxes
TOTAL COSTS
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CHAPTER 7
DeveloTjment of Standard CostB
A, Introduction
Up to this point, the historical costs of motor carriers have
"been analyzed and grouped into the six types of cost for which a standard
Is to "be computed. Now It iDecomes necessary to determine how the
standards will lae developed, and to determine what such computed stan-
dards actually represent. Each item will have to "be considered separately,
and methods of collecting data will have to "be discussed.
The first item to he discussed is the mileage standard. The
ohjective is to determine the cost of operating a vehicle one mile
over the highways. The cost of operating all vehicles Is not the same,
as was indicated in a previous chapter. The typical carrier has in
his fleet small trucks, large trucks, and tractor-trailers of various
sizes. Trucks range in size from two-ton vehicles to larger sizes
capahle of hauling several tons. Quite ohviously it is going to cost
more to operate a large ten-ton truck than a small two-ton vehicle.
Standards must he developed for particular size groups of operating
units, if they are to he of any practical use. Each carrier must decide
how he is going to group his vehicles, keeping in mind the fact that
the smaller the range of a group, the more accurate his stemdards will
he. For purposes of Illustration in this thesis, trucks are grouped
into six size classifications, and tractor-trailers are divided Into
five. Illustration II on page 66 indicates the correct method of
handling this ton-size hreakdown when collecting the cost data.
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B. Direct and Indirect Mileage CoBta
By studying the mileage costs in Illustration on pages 52
and 53» can "be noted that there are two types of costs which make
up the over-all mileage cost. Certain items can be directly charged
to specific vehicles while others cannot. For example, gasoline,
mechanics labor, and repair parts are easily identified with the
vehicles causing those expenses. On the other hand, the cost of heat,
light, water, and power used "by the garage cannot "be said to be caused
by specific vehicles, though these costs are caused by the mileage
factor of the vehicles, (l) Therefore, there are two types of mileage
expenses which must be allocated to the vehicles causing the expenses.
One, direct mileage cost, can be specifically identified. The other,
indirect mileage cost, must be allocated on an equitable basis*
Ideally, perhaps, the indirect costs should be allocated to
those vehicles which actually use the garage facilities, either on a
basis of hours in repair, or on a basis of cost of reaplr. However,
due to the fact that such records are not easily obtained from existing
carrier statistics, emd because there are certain inequities in such
a basis, another method can be used with less difficulty. This method
is to allocate the indirect mileage cost of vehicle operation on the
basis of actufiJ. miles of operation. In other words, if the garage
depreciation for a certain year was $1,500, and eight-ton trucks
(l) If the vehicles did not travel over the highways, they would not
need repair, therefore no garage or garage facilities would be
necessary and no garage expenses would arise. There would be no
garage to depreciate, no cost of garage operation, auid no indirect
mileage costs whatsoever if there was no vehicle mileage factor.
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traveled 150,000 miles ae compared to 75,000 miles for tvo-ton vehicles,
the ei^t-ton size group should absor'b twice the ajnount of garage
depreciation as the two-ton size group, or $1,000 of the expense.
A final method, and the one used herein, is to allocate the
indirect costs on the "basis of the total direct mileage costs. This
is pro'bahly more accurate than the mileage hasis discussed alsove. As
the direct costs (gasoline, oil, etc.) of a vehicle increase, very
prohahly mileage of that vehicle increases. As mileage increases,
mechanical difficulties are likely to appear, causing more garage
expenses. Thus, it would seem logical to assume that indirect costs
could "be eq.uitahly assigned to the vehicles on a direct cost 'basis,
C. Mileage Statistics
In order to determine standard costs per mile for motor
carrier vehicles, it is necessary that the carrier maintain records
that will show the following figures:
1. The number of miles traveled for each vehicle.
2. The direct cost of operating each vehicle.
To arrive at the numher of miles operated per vehicle for a
given period, the carrier must require that a daily record is maintained
for each vehicle that will give the mileage traveled each day of the
period. To get these figures, each of the ceurrier's drivers is issued
a time card daily. Vfhen reporting for work, he fills in the card smd
punches it in the time clock. These time cards take many forms, "but
all show the following essential information:
1. The driver's name and social security ntunter.
2. The date.
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3. The truck, or tractor and trailer nnmbere.
k. The speedometer reading of the vehicle.
At the end of his operations with that vehicle for that par-
ticular day, he will again record the speedometer reading. It is
essential that he fills out and punches a different card for each
separate vehicle he uses during any work day. See the following time
card for an example of a driver's report.
YOUNG'S MOTOR TRUCK SERVICE
TIME CARD AND DAILY RECORD
oI)yfW^
DATE
NAME
OCCUPATION
TRUCK NO
SPEEDOMETER READING
IT
Total Miles for Day
TRAILER NO.
Finish
start ^...h..^S......
xno MI xno NI xno
uoo^ uoo^ •UJOI\[
Hrs. @ Pr Hr.
110Hrs. @ J».ff^... Pr Hr.
Total Day's Pay 16.r
J
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Another type of daily report used la illustrated on pages
59 and 60. This is the Form A-1, Motor Vehicle Daily fieport, as stig-
gested "by the Society of Automotive Engineers. The following explana-
tion is given of the use of the report:
"A card, one of which is used each day for each
vehicle, is a daily comljined performance, operating
and repair cost record for individual vehicles.
One shotild "be filled out for each vehicle daily
and not more than one vehicle numher should appear
on a card. If a vehicle is not in service, a card
should be prepared and the reason the vehicle is
out of service shown on the front of the card.
This information is necessary in order that the
accounting department will have a card for each
vehicle daily.
"The front of the form (page 59) should "b e com-
pletely filled in hy the driver of the vehicle.
The information contained on this side of the
form is used to make the necessary charges to the
correct work or job orders on which the vehicle
was used. Space is provided for verification of
the work orders "by the foreman or department office
in charge of the work on which the vehicle was
used. This acts as a check on charges to 'be made
for use of the vehicle.
"The back of the form is used to record the fol-
lowing; (page 60
)
"(a) Gasoline and oil either received in the
company garage or purchased on the road. The
employee in charge of issuing garage store should
enter the number of gallons of gasoline, etc.
"(b) Hepair Material Used. Material used in
making repairs should be entered on this form by
the garage foreman or, if there is no foreman, by
the mechanic doing the work.
"(c) Hepair Labor. The garage foreman or mechanic
in charge of the work should make the necessary
entries on the card for all labor charges for
repairs, washing, greasing, etc, stating class of
work performed and hours worked.
"(d) Tires and Tubes Used. The replacement cost
of worn-out tires and tubes is entered.

Drivers * Dally ReT)ort (Front.)
Motor Vehicle Daily Report
Vehicle No.
,
Date
Division Dept..
Time Out ^Time In
Form A-1
19
Total Hours Vehicle Used_
Mileage In
Mileage Out _Total Mileage.
DescriDtion of Work Work or
Jo"b Order
Hours
Work Orders Verified By_
Record of Tire Changes
Tire Removed L.F. R.F. L.R.I. R.R.I. L.R.O.
R.R.O.
plake and Serial No. Tire Removed
Make and Serial No. Tire Applied
Mileage Reading When Tire Was Changed.
Following Repairs Necessary on This Vehicle.
Signed.
SOURCE: Form A-1 of Society of Automotive Engineers,
Motor Truck Red Book
.
19^1-0, page 1941.

Drivers ' Dally Re-port (Hear )
Jasoline and Oil Used Form A-1 (Back)
Outside Sources
Gsds. G-as $
Company Garage
Gals. Gas $
Q,ts. Oil $ Q.ts. Oil $
Attach Receipts or Charge Slips
Repair Material Used
From Stock:
I^uan. Name and No. of Part Amt,
From Outside Sources:
Repair Lalsor - Washing - Greasing -Tire Repairs
Employers Name Class of Work Hours
Worked
Cost
i Tires and Tubes Used Cost
J
,
s
E
SOURCE: Form A-1 of Society of Automotive Engineers,
Motor Truck Red Book. 1940.
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"After all data is recorded on the card, it is
sent to the accounting department." (l)
Motor carrier management has oftentimes found it wise to
install in. their vehicles certain instruments which serve as a posi-
tive check on mileage traveled per day "by the vehicles. In order to
avoid tampering with these instruments "by the drivers, they are so con-
structed that the drivers cannot control the instrument readings. The
two instruments which are in use most widely today are the hula odometer
and the tachometer.
The hulD odometer is a mileage recorder that is attached to
the front wheel of the vehicle, and is sealed. If the odometer is
tampered with, the "broken seal will so indicate. If the vehicle
speedometer is working, (2) it will "be a check against that reading.
Mileage is registered on the face of the odometer as it is on the con-
ventional speedometer.
The tachometer is a more expensive and complicated device.
Primarily, it is not meant to "be a mileage recorder, though such
figures can "be read from it. The tachometer records three things on
a circular disk which is replaced daily. By referring to the sample
disk, called a tachograph, one can read the following data:
1. The hours of operation for the day,
2. The speed at which the vehicle operated*
3. The distance covered for the day "by the vehicle.
(1) The Motor Truck Red Book , published "by the Traffic Pu"blishing
Company, Inc., New York, New York, NovemlDer, 19^0, page IhO.
(2) During an interview, one carrier operator remarked that no
mileage recorders ever worked after the first few months of pur-
chase of the vehicles. Somehow or other, they were subject to
many strange ••accidents."
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The red markings on the inner part of the disk shown on
page 63 indicate that the vehicle was in operation from one to two
o'clock. The center red mark indicates that the speed of operation
of the vehicle did not exceed forty miles per hotir. The outer line
indicates mileage. Each peak in the line represents a ten-mile distance.
It would seem that the hub odometer is a more accurate measure of
mileage for the tachograph gives "but a close estimate.
The writer questioned several firms in the Boston area con^
cerning the use of tachometers and hub odometers. The replies received
ranged from enthusiasm on the part of some operators to frank disapproval
on the part of others. Those who disapproved did so not "because the
instruments were not satisfactory when working properly, "but because
of the resentment of the drivers at having a "policeman" riding with
them. In cases similar to the latter, the instruments needed constant
rei)air, or were discarded because of the cost of numerous repairs. The
satisfied users of tachometers and odometers were careful to explain to
their drivers that the use of the instruments was as a method of
developing costs and setting rates. Where sympathetic management-
employee relations existed, the instruments were said to be extremely
helpful. One carrier mentioned the fact that the tachographs were
acceptable as court evidence concerning claims cases where the speed
of the carrier's vehicles could be proven as at the time of highway
accidents*
In order to summarize daily vehicle reports, all information
recorded on the daily reports is transferred to a monthly worksheet.
Such a worksheet is illustrated on page 65. At the end of the month.
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after all indirect milesige costs are known, such indirect costs must
"be assigned to the vehicles in the manner discussed previously. It
is necessary to assign to each ton-size group of vehicles a portion
of the unassignahle costs in the same ratio that direct costs of each
class is to the whole. This can "best "be explained "by the follo\iring
example:

6k,
Direct Mileage Cost $1,000.
Indirect Mileage Cost 500,
Total Mileage Cost $1,500.
Direct Mileage CoBt of
5-Ton Vehicles $ 600.
Direct Mileage Cost of
2-Ton Vehicles 400.
Total Direct Mileage Cost $1,000.
Direct Costs of 5-Ton Vehicles is 605^ of the
Whole, 60^ of Indirect Mileage Cost is $300.
Therefore, 5-Ton Vehicles Must A"bsorb $300. of
the Indirect Mileage Cost, Resulting in the
Following:
5-Ton 2-Ton
Vehicles Vehicles
Direct Cost $ 600. $ i+OO.
Indirect Cost 3OO . 200.
Total Mileage Cost $ 9OO. $600.
As it is our purpose to esta^blish a standard for mileage cost,
let us further assume that five-ton vehicles have traveled 9t000 miles
and two-ton vehicles have traveled 12,000 miles.
The following schedule Illustrates how the cost per mile for
any specific month would "be computed.
5-Ton 2-Ton
Vehicles Vehicles
Mileage Cost $ 900. $ 6OO.
Mileage 9.000 12,000
Cost per Mile $.10 $.05
Illustration II on page 66 indicates the method to "be used
in computing mileage standards for each class of vehicles for any-
specific period. Other forms could be used, but the procedure of
computation would have to be the same. That procedure, outlined in
its simplest steps, is as follows:
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ILLUSTRATION II
Schedule for_ Computation of Mlleae;e Costs
Trucks (Pounds) Tractor-Trailers (Pounds)
Under
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3,00(
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) 5,00C
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Over
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15 , 000
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10
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/iU
,
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1. Separate mileage costs from all other costs.
2. Separate vehicles in size groups.
3. Compute total direct mileage costs for each size-group.
4. Allocate indirect mileage costs on a hasis of direct
mileage costs for each group.
5. Divide total mileage cost of each group hy the number
of miles traveled "by that size-group.
D. Hourly Costs
Mr. Dickson of the New England Motor Rate Bureau stated,
"Certain items of cost in the operation of motor
trucks are dependent solely upon time and not upon
the numher of miles operated. Among the items
dependent upon time are the fixed charges for
insurance, including fire, theft, property damage,
license fees and general overhead. These total
fixed costs of operation continue at the same rate
per hour whether the truck is moving or standing
. . (1)
The reason for computing an hourly as well as a mileage
standard is evident if one hut stops to realize that the vehicles
themselves perform many types of operation. For illustrative purposes,
compare the cost of gasoline with that of driver's wages. There will
"be no gasoline expense if the vehicle does not move, hut the driver
must he paid after he reports for work In the morning, even though he
does not leave the terminal all day.
To continue further with reasons for separation of the two
types of expense, consider the expense of gasoline for a five-ton
vehicle and compare it with the gasoline cost for a tec-ton vehicle.
(1) Basic Principles of Expense Distrihution Applicahle to Motor
Transportation , by J. Frank Dickson, Jr., published by the New
England Motor Rate Bureau, page ^.
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The latter 1b necessarily much higher. On the other hand, the cost
of drivers for each vehicle is the same. The driver Is paid "by the
hour regardless of what size vehicle he operates. (There are soaie
exceptions to this rule.)
To compare the cost of gasoline and drivers' wages on still
another "basis, assujne that truck A Is assigned to haul freight on a
certain day from Boston to New Tork City. Truck B Is to drive In and
around Boston to pick up freight from shippers and deliver other
freight to consignees. The cost of gasoline In hoth cases is $.0^
per mile, and drivers' wages are $1.00 per hour, (l) If truck A
uses $8.00 worth of gasoline and tiruck B constuaaes $3.00 worth, the
total gasoline expense wo\ild "be $11.00. If each truck -was in operation
for six hoTirs, $12.00 would he the cost of drivers for the day. If
the total cost of $23.00 ($11.00 plus $12.00) was equally divided so
that a figure of $11.50 per vehicle per day was computed, the Inequities
are easily seen. Actually, the cost of operation of truck A was $14.00
as compared with truck B*s $9.00.
By referring to the hotirly cost column of Illustration I,
pages 52 and 53f It can he noted that accoTjnt #5020, Depreciation of
Revenue Equipment, is Included, Actually, there are three major the-
ories concerning depreciation of revenue equipment. 7irst, there It
the straight line "basis wherehy there Is a monthly charge which It
the same each month. Second, there Is the mileage method wherein the
nuaher of operating miles of the vehicle is estimated, and a portion
(l) At the time of writing, wages for truck drivers In the Boston
area are $1.20 per hour. Hegotlatlons are in progress for a
wage increase.
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of the cost iB depreciated for each mile of operation.. Third, there
is the hourly method of depreciating a vehicle wherein the n-uaoer of
operating hours of the useful life of the vehicle are estimated and
depreciation is written off on the hourly "basis. For reasons expressed
later, it seems that the third method, the hourly "basis, is the most
accurate method of depreciating operating equipment. Depreciation is
generally defined as the lose in value of a fixed asset due to wear
and tear, deterioration, and ohsolescence. (l) Therefore, the opera-
ting factor of the vehicles vriaich causes them to depreciate shotild he
the "basis for charging depreciation. A straight line "basis is not
equitahle for the nature of motor carrier operation is seasonal. (2) (3)
Also, if a vehicle spends a month in a garage, due to extensive re-
pairing or due to a shortage of traffic, that vehicle is not depreci-
ating at as great a rate as a vehicle which is in operation during
that month. It should not "be suhjected to depreciation charges if it
is not "being used for the purpose for which it was purchased. There
are many arguments to support depreciation charged on miles of opera-
ting or on hours of operating. Though it is true that the vehicle is
depreciating as it moves over the highway and miles are added into its
register, it does not seen that the num"ber of miles of operation is as
important a factor of depreciation as is nuB"ber of hours of operation.
This can "best "be illustrated with an example.
(1) Cost Accounting. Princinles and Practice, "by John J. W. Neuner,
pu'olished "by Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 19^7.
psLge 289.
(2) See "For Hire Truckloadings "by Months," page 118.
(3) Seasonal operations will vary with seasonal production of area
within which the carrier operates, as the Maine potato season,
the cotton season, the orange season, etc.
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If truck A operates in a long ha\il operation Taetween tvo
points for eight hours, and covers 3OO miles, and truck B operates
within the city limits of a large metropolis for eight hours and
covers sixty miles, it does not seem reasonable to assume that truck A
depreciated five times as much as did truck B during the eight hour
period. Though the mileage on truck A was far greater than truck B,
it was necessary for truck B to operate within a congested area, with
much stopping and starting, causing as much engine wear and tear as
the long through trip of the former vehicle. The hooirly "basis would
"be a more correct reflection of the "wearing out" of the vehicle.
As with the mileage costs, hourly costs must "be divided into
direct hotirly costs and indirect hourly costs. The direct hourly costs
are those costs which can "be specifically identified with the vehicles,
and include the following accounts:
1. ^kZJO - Drivers and Helpers Wages.
2. #4530 - Puhlic Lialjility and Property Damage Insurance.
3. §U^UO - Workmens* Compensation Insurance (applicahle
to wages paid in #i^230).
^« #^550 - Cargo Loss and Damage Insurance.
5. #^560 - Fire, Theft, and Collision Insurance,
6. #5020 - Depreciation of Revenue Equijjment.
7. #5220 - Vehicle License and Eegistration Fees.
8. #52W) - Social Security Taxes (on wages paid in account #4230 ).
Indirect hourly expenses must 'he assigned on the "basis of
the amount of the direct hourly expenses, using the ton-size classi-
fications of vehicles decided on for mileage costs. The following
example illustrates the method to "be used.
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Asstune the follovdng facts, using drivers wages as the direct
cost and salaries of traffic managers as the indirect cost.
5~Ton Vehicles 10-Ton Vehicles
Hours of operation (May) (l) 120 100
Wages of drivers (2) $liWi. $120.
Salary of traffic manager $200.
Totsd drivers* wages $264.
Proportion of drivers* wages of 5-ton vehicles to total equals 1^4^/26^.
144/264 of $200. equals $109.10 assigna"ble to 5-ton vehicles. After
computations, the following schedule can "he utilized:
5~Ton Vehicles 10-Ton Vehicles
Direct hourly charge (Drivers' Wages) $144, $120.
Indirect hourly charge (Salary of
Traffic Manager) 109.10 90.90
$253.10 $210.90
Hours of operation 120 100
Hourly standard (for these two
costs only) $ 2.11 $ 2.11
Illustration III on page 72 indicates the method to "be used
when computing ho\irly standards for hourly costs incurred "by motor
vehicle operations. The procedure to "be used is as follows:
1. Separate hourly costs from all other costs.
2. Separate vehicles in size groups.
3. Compute total direct hourly costs for each size group.
4. Allocate indirect hourly costs on a tasis of direct hoturly
costs for each group.
5. Divide total hourly cost of each group "by the ntunlier of
miles traveled lay that size group.
(1) See pages 59 and 65 for hours of operation statistics,
(2) See illustration on page 57 for amount of driver's wages.
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ILLUSTEATIOK III
Schedule for Computation of Hourly Costs
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E. Terminal Costs
The third group of expenses to Ise considered is that which
relates to operation of the motor carrier's freight terminal. Motor
freight terminals are often jointly owned and operated "by several
carriers. Usually, only the largest carriers maintain separate ter-
minals. The proper use of terminals can aid in sta"bilizing the opera-
tions of the carrier and guarantee a more efficient operation of his
fleet. Service is speeded up and expensive long haul equipment is
utilized more fully "by having the smaller less expensive vehicles per-
form the pick-up and delivery operations from the terminal to the
shippers and consignees. When the larger long haul vehicles enter a
congested traffic area, rather than delivering the freight to the sev-
eral consignees, the load is deposited at the platform for re-delivery
iDy the smaller, more maneuveralale trucks. At the same time, the long
haul vehicle is Immediately prepared to take another load to a distant
center. Shipments have laeen collected ftom the various pick-up and
delivery vehicles and consolidated for the distant point. This con-
solidation function eliminates less-than-truckload (l) movements for
long ha\il vehicles. It must "be pointed out that the terminal is nec-
essary only "because of the fact that there are less-than-truckload
shipments of freight. If all shipments by consignors were full truck-
loads there would "be no need of consolidation at the terminals "because
the freight could go directly from the consignor to the consignee
without any further handling.
Terminal costs are of the following nature, according to
stockert
(l) See "Motor Truck Glossary," page 119.

7^.
"Terminal coste on less truckload freight con-
sist of the cost of pick-up and delivery, loading
and -unloading trucks at terminal, clerical help
used in preparing shipping documents (hills of
lading and so forth), terminal supervision,
telegraph, telephone, light, heat, power, rent,
and insurance, or, when the terminal is ovmed hy
the trucking company, capital charges on the in-
vestment in terminal properties and equipment." (l)
Although Stocker has included the cost of pick-up and delivery as a
terminal cost, in this thesis the cost of pick-up and delivery will he
considered later as a separate cost. The cost of clerical help in the
preparation of shipping documents has heen included under hilling and
accounting costs. The terminal cost column of Illustration I, pages
52 and 53 indicate the expenses which are includihle as terminal cost.
All freight that enters the terminal evenually leaves it.
All carrier activities at the terminal are centered ahout the movement
of freight over the platform. Therefore, in developing a standard
for terminal costs, that standard must he hased on a weight hasis. As
many shipments are small, a hundred poTind unit could he used more
easily than a ton unit. The statistics concerning the numher of pounds
of freight handled at the terminal during the course of the year must
he compiled. It is quite prohahle that these figures are not easily
obtained hecause previous to this point, there was no apparent use for
such amounts and no records were maintained. To arrive at an amotmt,
it is necessary to make an estimate of freight handled across the plat-
form, or it may he necessary to make a study of wayhills in order to
determine which shipments were hrought into the terminal.
(1) Motor Traffic Management . hy H. E. Stocker, puhlished hy Prentice
Hall, Inc., New York, 1938, page 186.
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A waybill is a document describing a shipment. It accompanies
the shipment from its origin to its destination. The following infor-
mation is contained on every waybill issued: (A sample waybill is
shown below.
)
1. The date of the shipment.
2. A reference to the bill of lading.
3. The name and address of the shipper,
4. The name and address of the consignee.
5. A description of the goods.
6. The weight of the goods.
ALSO SERVINO
RINGFICLD, WORCESTER, FALL RIVER.
:W BEDFORD. — STRAfGHT LOADS
NYWHCRE IN THE COMMONWEALTH.
:il.ER OF MOTOR TRUCK CLUB OF
MASSACHUSETTS.
W ENGLAND MOTOR RATE BUREAU
INC.
(IPPED TO
OM
INLINE
FROM
TO
DELIVERY RECEIPT
^LL TEUCKING (l,0<
GENERAL OFFICE: 17 FREMONT ST., TAUNTON, MASS.
TAUNTON 2304 — BROCKTON 8047
BOSTON: HANcoCK 5446
/ A n
SHIPPER'S ORDER NO. cash
Full Insurance
Coverage
Prompt Returns
on aU C. O. D's
95589
COLLECT
I I
PREPAID
AT PRO
CREDIT
CONN. LINE
CHARGE
CONN. LINE
lECES DESCRIPTION
clJb
iKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO HALL TRUCKING CO.
THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
223 MOTOR CARRIER'S ACT, REQUIRES THAT
BILLS BE PAID WITHIN 7 DAYS FROM
:SENTATION.
DATE DELIVERED
DRIVER
CLASS RATE
ADVANCES
OUR CHARGE
C. 0. D. FEE
TAX
TOTAL CHGE.
C. 0. D.
TOTAL DUE
RECEIVED IN GOOD ORDER
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7. The conditions of the shipment, ae to whether it is
prepaid cash, prepaid charge, collect cash, collect charge, or CO.E.
8. A provision for collection of value of goods if it is
a C.C.C. shipment.
9. The signature of the consignee and any claims he may
make as to v<hether the shipment is over, short, or dsunaged.
10. Usually, the wayhill also indicates the rates and charges
for the shipment.
Depending on the needs of the individual motor carrier,
various numbers of copies of waybills are made out for each shipment.
Basically, three copies are necessary, and each has the following
usage:
CoTjy 1 (original copy): Upon receipt of the shipment, the
consignee signs all copies, the original "being returned to the carrier
to "be used "by him as a basis for accounting records, and as a delivery
receipt.
CoTD.y 2 : This copy is retained hy the consignee for whatever
use he may have for it, such as comparing it with his purchase invoices.
Cody 3 : This copy is returned to the office of the motor
carrier and attached to the weekly statements which are sent to the
carrier's customers.
Illustration lY on page 77 is used to determine the standard
cost per 100 potmds for terminal expenses. The terminal cost column of
Illustration I on pages 52 and 53 illustrates the expenses includi'ble
as terminal expenses. After computing the standard per 100 pounds, the
cost for a ton can "be shown merely "by multiplying said standard "by
twenty.

ILLUSTEATION IV
e for Conrputatlon of Terminal Co
Terminal Costs
#^312
#^313
#4320
#43^
#4350
#4360
#4380
#5050
#52W)
Total Terminal Cost
Htmdred Poimd Units
Handled Across the Platform
Cost per Hundred Pounds
Cost per Ton
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For futtire periods, accurate figures for amoiant of weight
handled across the platform must "be maintained. A record of incoming
freight can he kept "by the use of manifests. Such a form should
include the following information:
1, Waybill numher of the incoming shipment.
2, Name of the shipper and of the consignee.
3, Number of pieces in the shipment.
Name of the commodity.
5. Weight of the commodity, actual or estimated.
6. Date of receipt of the shipment into the terminal.
If it is found that past experience has been misjudged or
miscalculated, the standard must be revised.
The following facts must be kept in mind. Certain customers
of the carrier often ship full truck loads of freight to distant
points. These shipments never enter the terminal but are carried
directly to their destination. Therefore, they should not be required
to bear any of the terminal cost.
F. Billing and Accounting Cost
"Billing and collecting expenses include the com-
pensation of rate clerks and billing clerks directly
engaged in rating and billing work and in addition
thereto a portion of the compensation of other
terminal or general office employees for the time
engaged in auditing, revenue accounting, filing
of freight bills, etc., where the time consumed
is not only directly related to the number of
freight bills issued but is also relatively uniform
per bill." (l)
(1) Explanation of the Development of Motor Carrier Costs with State-
ment as to Their Meaning and Significance , published by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, February, 19^9 • page UM-.
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All carrier accotmting and iDookkeeping operations which are
caused "by freight movements are includihle in this cost classification.
All of these costs can te calculated on a per shipment basis. The
amount of clerical lahor caused by the shipment of a ten-pound consign-
ment is the same as that caused by the shipment of a ten-ton consignment.
Each req[uires one set of shipping documents, and one statement is sent
to each of the consignors at the end of the week. It would not be
equitable to consider the cost of billing and accounting for the smaller
shipment to be on a poundage basis when compared to the larger shipment.
The following duties of clerical staffs, and the cost arising
out of the performing of these duties, are properly charged to the
billing and accounting cost group: (l)
1. Rating and billing.
2. Cashier services.
3. Manifesting bills.
k. Eevenue accounting.
5. Compiling customers* statements on charge accounts.
6. Credit and collection.
7. Interline accounting.
8. Special clerical work incurred in the handling of ship-
ments moving on Government bills of lading,
9. Filing and mailing.
Illustration V on page 80 indicates the method to be used
when computing a standard cost per bill for billing and accounting
expenses. The total expense of the accounts found in the billing and
(1) Ibid, page 153-

ILLUSTRATION V
Schedule for Cogrputatlon of Bllllnf: and Accounting Cost
Billing and Accounting
Costs
#4635
#5050
Total Billing and
Accounting Cost
Number of Bills Issued
Cost per Shipment
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accounting cost coltiinn of IlltiBtratlon I, pages 52 and 53, is dirlded
"by the zruater of waybillB iBetied for the period. The result is a
standard for this group of expenses.
G. Sales Cost
The fifth standard to "be developed is that for the sales
effort of the organization. Just as erery other 'ousiness in our com-
petitive systeB strives to increase profits through the nedluB of
advertising, sc does the carrier of property. 2y the uBe of newspapers,
Biagazine, private publications, and "by salesmen, the carrier tries to
persuade the shipper to use his service in preference to that of any
other carrier of property. As was indicated previously, the lowering
of rates cannot oe used as a aethod of attracting extra freight, leav-
ing competition on the 'oasis of faster and cetter service, Oftentiaet,
If the carrier is not large enough to fijiance an advertising prograai,
he will unite with other carriers for the purpose of selling the service
Coarpetition cetween truck and railroad outfits, and truck, aoat, and
plane service gives rise to advertising. As can ce seen ty referring
to the Appendix, the cost of sales effort is an ixportant one In the
"budget of the rwtor carrier, (l)
¥hat is the xrarpose of the sales effort? In a r.anrifac tiring
indostry, oftentitee the cost of the sales effort can oe applied as a
direct charge to a particular product. The carrier of general comoiiti
has "cut one thing to sell, and that is service. Therefore, all of tre
cost of the sales effort is directed tc sell r.cre services. These
(1) See Tacle 2, page 12?, 'The Motor Carrier Beresne Dollar aad
Where It joes."
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services increase the carrier's gross revenue, If the selling campaign
Is successful. Because of the necessity of selling the service, ^oas
revenue must "be higher in order to compensate the carrier for his
sales cost. Some part of every dollar of gross revenue received repre-
sents the cost of selling the service. A standard for sales cost must
"be "based on gross revenue. Where the standards developed for mileage,
hourly, terminal, and hilling and accounting costs were dollar eunounts,
the standard for the sales effort is a percentage.
The total gross revenue is the ending "balance of account
#3000, Operating Revenues. This account is the controlling account
for the follovdng accounts, as prescrilaed "by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, as of January 1, 19^5 (l)
#3100 - Freight Revenue - Intercity - Common Carrier. This
account shall include all revenue earned "by the carrier from the trans-
portation of property in intercity service, including pick-up and
delivery incident thereto, while operating as a common carrier.
#3120 - Freight Revenue - Local Cartage. This account shall
include revenue unearned hy common or contract carriers from the trans-
portation of property in local cartage service,
#3130 - Intercity Transportation for Other Class I Motor
Carriers. This account shall include amo\ints receivahle from other
Class I motor carriers tinder a purchased transportation arrangement,
for performing any portion of their intercity haul.
(1) Uniform System of Accounts for Class I_ Common and Contract Carriers
of ProDerty
.
published "by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Effective January 1, 19^, page 57-60.
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#3900 - Other Operating Revenue. This account shall include
revenues not provided for in the atove accounts, derived from the
operation of property the investment in which is included in account
#1200 - Carrier Operating Property.
Illustration 71 on page 85 demonstrates the method to be
used when computing a standard for the sales effort. First, compute
the total of all expenses as found in the sales cost column of
Illustration I, pages 52 and 53. Second, divide this cost "by the
total of account #3000, Operating Revenues. The result is the stan-
dard percentage to be used for future estimates of selling expenses.
H, Administrative Cost
The sixth and final standard concerns administrative expenses.
Certain costs benefit an organization as a whole and cannot be alloca-
ted to any of the other five f-unctions as being an expense identified
with that function. Lawrence states, "Administrative expenses usually
come within the classes that must be prorated to various activities
instead of being charged directly to them, although in some instances
certain of these expenses may be charged directly to accotints for
specific activities." (l)
The largest single item of expense found in this classifi-
cation is the cost of general officers, such as the president, general
manager, and other corporate officers. It must be noted, however, that
if officers and assistants supervise particular departments of carrier
operations, or other operations, or are engaged in specific work other
(l) Cost Accounting, by W. B. Lawrence, CP, A., published by Prentice-
Hall, Inc., New York, 1946, page 304.

ILLUSTRATION VI
Schedule for Coimautation of Sales Cost
Sales Costs
#4410
#4420
#4430
#4450
#4480
#4540
#5050
#5240
Total Sales Cost
Balance of Account #3000
Cost per Dollar of
Gross Revenue
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than supervision of the entire transportation system, their pay and
expenses shall "be apportioned to the appropriate accounts.
The proTJlem at hand will be solved when we have evolved a
method of setting a standard for administrative costs. As the func-
tions of the administrative department "benefit all other departments
of the carrier, even though indirectly, an equitable "basis would seem
to be one where administrative costs were based on the total of the
other five operational costs. The following illustration indicates
the method to be used in establishing a standard for administrative
expenses.
Assume the following facts:
Cost Class Amount of Cost
Mileage Cost $ 50,000.00
Hourly Cost 80,000.00
Terminal Cost 30,000.00
Billing and Accounting Cost 15,000.00
Sales Cost 5,000.00
Total Operating Cost $180,000.00
Administrative Cost 18,000.00
Percentage of Operating Cost 10/^
Illustration VII on page 8? illustrates the same procedure
as above. The total administrative cost is the total of costs for
accounts found in the administrative cost column of Illustration I,
pages 52 suid 53*
I. Summary
Cost standards are as inrportant to the motor carrier of
property as they are to the manufacturer. In order to develop cost
standards for the carrier, expenses must be allocated to the six groups
of operational costs. After such allocation, the cost totals must "be

ILLUSTRATION VII
Schedule for Compntatlon of Administrative Cost
Administrative Costs
#^11
#^+630
#^5
#^70
#^75
#^80
#5050
#52^
ToteQ. Administrative Cost
Other Costs
Mileage Cost
Hourly Cost
Terminal Cost
Billing and Accounting Cost
Sales Cost
Total Other Cost
Total Other Cost
Total Administrative Cost
Administrative Standard
Cost Percentage
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divided "by the carrier functions, giving rise to such costs. After
calculations are completed, the following standards will "be indicated:
1. A mileage standard for each size group of vehicles,
representing cost per mile.
2. An hourly standard for each size group of vehicles,
representing cost per hour.
3. A terminal standard representing cost of handling a
hundred pound shipment.
A "billing and accounting standard, representing cost of
recording, accounting, etc, for each shipment.
5. A sales standard, representing percentage of sales cost
found in gross receipts.
6. An administrative standard representing cost of adminis-
tration as "based on the other operational costs.
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CHAPTER 71
The Use ^ Standard Costs
A, Introduction
Up to this point, standard costs for the motor carrier of
property have "been developed for a past period of carrier operations.
They are historical costs which, if accurate, can he used to forecast
future operations. By themselves, these standards are useless. They
m-ust he applied to present and to future operations. If found to "be
incorrect, they must he adjusted so as to reflect the true status of
the costs of present operations.
Therefore, it is necessary to apply the standards as computed
to present carrier operations.
But hefore application of such standards, there must "be a
further review of motor carrier functions. Truck operators refer to
two types of vehicular operations which have not heen dealt with here-
tofore. They are the line haul operations and the pick-up and delivery
operation. Ideally, the well organized carrier has his operational
routes divided into line haul routes and pick-up and delivery routes,
B. Line Haul Operations
The movement of freight over the routes of a trucking company
from one, town or city to another town or city is the line haul function
of a motor carrier of property, (l) With exceptions, line haul traffic
is from terminal to terminal. Truckers try to consolidate freight at
(l) The Motor Truck Bed Book, puhlished hy the Traffic Puhlishing
Company, Inc., Kew York, N. Y.
,
19^, page 754.
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their terminal so that line haul vehicles will always travel with a
capacity load in order to majciraize profits. It is also of f^reat impor-
tance that there is a minimum of empty return trips. The skill of a
traffic manager is indicated by the number of full truckloads that
operate over line haul routes in relation to the empty returning vehi-
cles. Where each mile of truck operation entails a certain amo\ant of
cost, it takes little imagination to understand why mis-management of
traffic causes more than one operator to look to other fields of endeavo
Two of the operational costs discussed previoxisly are accurm-
lating as the vehicle operates on a line haul function. As both time
and distance is being consumed, mileage and hourly costs grow. In this
type of operation, it is to be expected that mileage expenses acctunulate
at a greater rate than hourly costs, when compared to the vehicle that
operates in and about a large community. By applying the standards to
the miles traveled and the hours of operation, a cost of operation for
line haul vehicles is computed.
In order to develop the necessary statistics concerning hours
and miles of line ha\il operations, the drivers' reports must be studied
once again. From the reports, the following figures must be computed:
1, Mileage of vehicles on line haul operations, by ton-size
classes,
2. Operational hours of vehicles on line haul operations by
ton-size classes.
The ssune weight classes which were used in Illustrations II
and III must be utilized at this time.
All trucking concerns will not have the same line haul costs,
and standards for the same items will vary between concerns, despite
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the fact that the same prices may Tae paid for gasoline, tires and drivers.
Many outside factors influence line haul costs; factors which are out-
side the scope of the accounting field, "but v/hich are of the utmost impor*-
tance in determining what line haul costs will "be. They are as follows:
1» '^yp^ traffic management,
2, Conditions of roads over which the vehicles operate.
3, Skill of the drivers.
4, Climatic and weather conditions,
5, Traffic conditions.
6, Efficiency of the vehicles.
Illustration YIII demonstrates the formula to he used in coi*-
puting line haul costs "by the use of standards which ha,ve "been developed
for past operations, For each toi>-size group of vehicles, the miles and
hours of operation while performing line haul ftmctions are listed "by
months. Addition of the mileage column, multiplied "by the mileage stan-
dard for that particular class of vehicles, results in the mileage cost
of operation for the line haul vehicle. The total of the hours column,
multiplied hy the hourly standfl.rd for that class of vehicle, results in
the hourly cost of operation for the line haul vehicle. By adding the
mileage cost and the hourly cost, the final result is the line haul
cost of operation for the various size vehicles performing the line
haul function,
C, Pick-Up afid Delivery Operations
The carrier services of picking up the freight and delivering
it are grouped as one class of operation "because they tend to have the
same costs, and are oftentimes accumulating simultaneously. The term
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ILLUSTRATION VIII
Line Haul Cost Develo-ped "by Use of Standards
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•In this illustration twelve months are
given. The standards cotild "be used for
one month, or even for one week, with
equal success.
#By m\iltiplying the standards "by miles
and hours, we arrive at operational costs.
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"pick-up" is defined as follows:
"The service of a carrier involved in calling
for and collecting freight, and receipting
therefor at v/harves, docks, of the consignor's
factory, store, or vrairehouse , ajid transporting
therefrom to a freight concentrating depot." (l)
The term "delivery" is defined as follows:
"The act of transferring possession, such as
the transfer of property from consignor to
carrier, one carrier to another, or carrier to
consignee," (2)
Simply stated, it is the service performed by the carrier
when freight is taken from the consignor to start it on its trip to
the consignee, and to conclude its trip to the consignee or a
connection carrier. The following diagram indicates when pick-up
and delivery service and other services are "being performed.
Boston Boston New York Hew York
/ Consignor/- /Terminal / /Terminal /- /Consignee /
A B CD
Pick-iq) costs accumulate from A to B.
Delivery costs accumulate from C to D.
Line haul costs accumulate from B to C,
Terminal costs accumulate at points B and C.
All other costs are increasing from A to D.
The smaller and more maneuverahle trucks in the carrier's
fleet are assigned to pick-up and delivery operations. Ideally, the
routes to "be followed hy the drivers are numhered, and the same routes
(1) Ihid, page 755.
(2) Ihid, page 751.
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are covered periodically. The vehicles leave the terminal at the
beginning of the day with freight to he delivered to consignees, or
to the terminals of connecting carriers, if the freight is going to
a destination where the carrier is not authorized to operate. As
freight is delivered, other freight may "be picked up and "brought "back
to the terminsLl. A truck may return to the terminal several times a
day.
Nearly all of the vehicular operations are in congested
areas when pick-up and delivery operations are "being conducted. The
tracks oftentimes have to be guided in and out of narrow alleys, and
may get tied tip on husy streets. Pick-up and delivery costs for
carriers differ from place to place. Vehicles operating in and around
Boston with its narrow streets, one way traffic, and general confusion,
could he expected to deliver less freight per day than fleets operating
within such well planned communities as Washington, D, C. , and Miami,
Florida.
In order to illustrate exactly how pick-up and delivery opera-
tions of the carrier are carried out, the following report is given of
a carrier opers-ting within the vicinity of Boston,
Orders to pick up freight are received from shippers either
"by phone, letter, the salesmen, or "by a pre-arranged schedule of pick-
up days. The majority of the orders are made "by phone. Orders for the
picking up of freight are assorted hy the dispatcher. Oftentimes, a
call will demand immediate handling of the freight, or another carrier
will "be called. In order to handle emergencies such as this, the
drivers call in to the dispatch office periodically for instructions.
The dispatcher routes the nearest truck to the freight.
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Should a consignor desire to ship a large consignment, the
freight is picked up "by the vehicle that will haul it to its destina-
tion, therelDy eliminating the cost of terminal handling. If any
incoming shipments are full truckload consignments going to one con-
signee, the terminal is hypassed, and the freight routed directly to
the consignee.
The small shipments picked up during the day's operations
are "brought to the terminal, \mloaded to the platform, and assorted
for shipment to their ultimate destination, or to the next terminal.
When the truck driver receives the freight from the con-
signor, he also receives a filled out hill of lading. The driver gives
the "bills to the receiving clerk when the freight is unloaded at the
platform. Shipments are checked against the information given on the
hills of lading. Wayhills are prepared hy the rate clerk from the
hills of lading.
The operational costs of pick-up and delivery vehicles have
different characteristics than those costs discussed in connection with
line haul movements. Where the accent is on mileage cost for the line
haul vehicles, it is on the hourly cost for pick-up and delivery vehicles
The following example illustrates how the two may vary, assuming the
same size vehicle for each operation.
Types of Operation
Line Haul Pick-Iftj and
Delivery
Mileage 200 75
Operational Hours 6 8
Cost Per Mile (Standard) .06 .06
Cost Per Hour (Standard) 1.^0 _lAO_
Mileage Cost 12,00 ^.50
Hourly Cost QAO 11^
Operational Cost 20.^0 15.70
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Altho"ugh the pick-up and delivery vehicle operated hut
of the distance of the line haul truck, due to the hourly factor, its
costs eciualled over 75^ of the cost of the former. Cost per hour is
always much greater than cost per mile, which means that efficient
routing and planning of pick-ig) and delivery operations is of the
utmost importance, if a reasonflhle rate of profit is to "be made.
As was the case for line haul statistics in Illustration
VIII, the following statistics must "be obtained for pick-up and delivery
operations:
1, Mileage of vehicles on pick-up end delivery operations, "by
tonnage size classes,
2, Operational hours of vehicles on pick-up and delivery opera-
tions, hy ton size classes.
The same weight classes must "be used herein which have "been
used in all other illustrations up to this point.
Illustration IX demonstrates the formula to he used in comput-
ing pick-up and delivery costs hy the use of standards which have "been
developed for past operations. For each ton^-size group of vehicles,
the miles and hours of operations while performing pick-up and delivery
fxjnctions are listed "by months. The total of the mileage column, miolti-
plied "by the mileage standard for that particular class of vehicle, re-
s\alts in the mileage cost of operation for the pick-up and delivery
vehicle. The total of the hours columns mriltiplied by the hourly stan-
dards for each ton-size class of vehicle results in the hourly cost of
operation for the pick-up and delivery vehicles. By adding the mileage
cost and the hourly cost, the final result vi.ll he the pick-up and
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delivery cost of operation for the various size vehicles performing
the pick-up and delivery f-unction,
D, Terminal Operations
To determine the cost of terminal operations "by the use of
the standard developed in Illustration 17, page 77, multiply the
standard "by the numher of htmdred pound units handled across the plat-
form of the carrier. As prior records concerning freight handled at
the terminal may not have "been maintained, this standard will pro'ba'bly
have to he corrected after sufficient data is availahle.
The large operator will oftentimes own many terminals located
at several shipping centers. By referring to the diagram on page 93,
it can he seen that freight shipped "by A was handled at two terminals,
the one at Boston and the other at New York. The freight handled would
"be added into total freight handled at each termir-al. Just as there
are separate standard costs for the various sizes of vehicles, so is
there a separate standard for each terminal,
E. Billing and Accounting Operations
By multiplying the numher of waybills handled "by the standard
developed in Illustration V, page 80, the total cost of hilling and
accounting operations is computed. Illustration X-3, page 100, demon-
strates the form to he used.
F, A<3-vertising Operations
By multiplying the operating revenue (gross) "by the standard
percentage developed for cost of the sales effort in Illustration VI,
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ILLUSTRATION IX
Plck-Up and Delivery Costs as Based on Standards
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•in this illustration, twelve months are
given. The standard could "be used for
one month, or even for one week, with
equal success.
#By multiplying the standards "by miles
and hours, we arrive at operational costs.
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page 85, the cost of the selling operations is computed. Illustration
X-C, page 100, demonstrates the form to he used,
G, Administrative Operations
The final standard, the standard for cost of administrative
operations, is used in the following manner to arrive at the cost of
administration:
1. Develop costs hy use of standards for the following motor
carrier functions!
a. Line haul function,
b. Pick-up and delivery function,
c. Terminal f\inctions,
d. Billing and accounting function,
e. Selling effort,
2. Add these costs to arrive at a total operating cost,
3» M\iltiply total operating cost hy the standard administra-
tive percentage found hy using Illustration VII, page 87.
The form to "be used in arriving at total administrative cost
"by the use of the standard is found in Illustration X-D, page 100,

ILLUSTRATION X
Various Expenses as Based on Standards
X-A Terminal Cost
Vei^t Handled at Terminal
Hundred Pound Units
Mtdtiply "by Standard (lll.IV)
Terminal Cost Total
X-B Billing: and Accounting Cost
Niun"ber of Waybills
Multiply V Standard (Ill.V)
Billing and Accounting Cost
X-C Sales Cost
Gross Revenue
Multiply Sales Standard (lll.Vi;
Sales Effort Cost
X-D Administrative Cost
Line Haul Cost (ill. Till)
Pick-Up & Delivery Cost (ill. IX)
Terminal Cost (lll.X-A)
Billing & Accounting Cost (lll.X^
Sales Effort Cost (111.X-C)
Total Costs
Multiply "by Standard per 111. VII
Add to Total Cost
Administrative Expense
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CHAPTER VII
ProTslems in the Develo-pment of Standard Costs
for Motor Carriers of Proxierty
In the computation of standard costs for the motor carrier,
many prolDlems will "be encountered that must iDe dealt with in some
manner which appears to he equitahle. The following discussion por-
trays some of the difficulties that arise.
A. The Prohlem of Charging the Correct Account
With Costs ATyplicahle to That Account
The majority of carrier operations can he positively defined
as "being one of the six functions that have "been outlined herein.
Wages paid to drivers of revenue vehicles are clearly an item of hourly
cost. Light, heat, water, and power used at the terminal represent
costs of the terminal. But oftentimes a clear distinction is diffi-
cult. For instance, if the driver of a vehicle has to load his own
truck at the terminal, should a portion of his wages he included as a
part of the terminal cost? The Interstate Commerce Commission has
foreseen such prohlems, and states that they must he handled in the
following meuiner. The pay and expenses of officers or employees
engaged in activities of a varying nature, such as an officer who may
he assigned to supervise transportation and terminal operations, shall
he included in the appropriate accounts, hased upon the "basis of the
actual time devoted to the respective class of work except that the
pay and expenses of an officer or employee who performs suhstantially
the same variety of duties ftorn day to day may he distrihuted upon the
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basis of a study of the time actually devoted "by him to those duties
during a representative period. The pay and expenses of officers or
employees regularly assigned to specific duties who perform incidental
services of a different nature involving small expense shall "be included
in the expense accounts appropriate for the duties to which such
officers or employees are regularly assigned.
When it is necessary to apportion the pay and exijenses of
officers and employees among accoTonts or suh-accounts, the carrier
shall he prepared to describe the hasis of such apportionments, (l)
Oftentimes, even with this instruction as a guide, the prob-
lem is a difficult one to handle. The following case was related "by
the accountant of a carrier within the Boston area.
The drivers for a certain carrier, under instruction from
their union, were told not to put their vehicles in the garage at the
end of the day's operations, hut to leave them outside in the yard.
In order to bring them into the shelter for a daily checkup, the
mechanics and other garage helpers had to perform the task. The prob-
lem of how to assign mechanics wages for time spent in parking the
vehicles was solved by allocating an equitable amount of the mechanics'
pay to the account for drivers' and helpers' wages. The carrier
accountants must ever be on the alert for such deviations from the
ordinary, and conduct themselves according to the wishes of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. A problem that the accountsmt must
solve for himself is the extent of refinement he wishes to give the
(l) Uniform System of Accounts for Class I. Common and Contract
Carriers of Property . Issue of 19^i Instruction 11, page 9.
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iDreakdown of related expenses, when confronted with such a proWem
as that cited atove. As such expenses as workmen's compensation
instirance and social sectirity taxes are iDased on wages, theoretically,
they would also be allocated on an equitable basis.
B. The Problem of Maintaining Adequate Records
If standards are never developed for certain carriers, it
is because of the Tinwillingness of the carrier to increase his costs
of billing and accounting operations to include pay of a cost depart-
ment. One carrier operator interviewed made the following statement:
"To obtain statistics necessary to maintain the
perfect costing system would mean allocating half
of the pay of our drivers to an administrative
expense.
"
This attitude was met with on several occasions. However, as was
pointed out in a previous section, nearly all statistics necessary
can be gleaned from drivers' reports, from waybill studies, and from
manifests. Detailed studies can be made for a limited period of time
concerning such items as number of minutes per stop for pick-up emd
delivery vehicles, etc. The average carrier must be satisfied with a
system that is adequate for the intended purpose, even though inaccur-
acies may be present. A system that costs more than benefits received
from It is worse than no system at all.
C. Problems of Unusual Items VThen Setting Standard Costs
When the standard costs of operation are being computed,
certain items may appear landuly high as compared with the usual average.
Such a thing might occur if a costly advertising program vras being
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conducted for a period of time. Such a program might lae the only one
to have ever Ijeen conducted and thus would "be an unusual item of cost
which would not he likely to occur during a normal operating period.
Just the opposite cotild occur where the elimination of a lot of ad-
vertising was affected "because it was thought that such cost did not
produce greater revenue. To cope with prohlems such as these, the
accountant must take all things into consideration and judge the sit-
uation according to its merits. Sach concern must solve its own indi-
vidual prohlems in any way which it thinks is wise.
D. The Prohlem of Adapting the Uniform System
of Accounts to the Standards
As of January 1, 19^8, a revised system of accounts was
prescrihed for Class I carriers lay the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In it, certain accounts are divided into more su'b-accotints than the
previous system, giving carriers, and the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, a hetter picture of operating costs. However, for the purposes
of the standards suggested herein, there must he a further "breakdown
of certain accounts, as indicated in Illustration I. For this reason,
it is not feasible to incorporate standard costs into the accounting
system. However, they can "be maintained separately. In fact, some
authorities "believe that standard costs should never be incorporated
into the accounting system. (1)
(l) McFarland states, "Basic standards cannot well "be used for finan-
cial statement purposes "because these standards are merely refer-
ence points and are not costs at all in the sense that is required
for financial statements." Accountants ' Handhook (Third Edition),
edited "by W. A. Paton, puhlished hy The Ronald Press Co., New York,
19k8, page 22?.
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CHAPTER nil
General Conclusions
There is a parallel Taetween the "birth and growth of the
motor carrier transportation industry in America, and that of the
railroads. Railroads came into "being because there was a need for
transportation "between distant points. As the nation grew, many-
localities were without transportation facilities for railroads did
not always provide service. Therefore, it was inevita"ble that a S'u"b-
stitute should "be fo\Hid. With the perfecting of the internal com"bu8-
tlon engine, the answer was found in the motor truck. At the "beginning
motor trucks served comcnmities not enjoying railroad services "by serv-
ing as a connecting link "between the nearest railroad depot and the
consignee's door. As roads were improved, and the vehicles became
more efficient, motor transportation "became a serious competitor of
railroad transportation. The competition of motor transportation could
not "be met hy the railroads due to the fact that federal smd state
legislation had curtailed the rights of railroads to follow any policy
they might desire. Because the motor shipping industry took unfair
advantage of its position, and "became involved in many illegal and
unpopular practises, the Congress of the United States saw fit to
restrain such activities hy passing the Motor Carriers Act of 1935«
This act placed the responsi^bility of policing the industry on the
shoulders of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Under the guiding eyes of the Interstate Commerce Coiranission,
a carrier is not sdlowed to charge a rate for the shipment of freight
1
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that is "below the cost of such service. There can "be no more granting
of preferential rates to olatain "btisinesB. As the industry is highly
competitive, costs of providing the services are of the utmost im-
portance. In order to oljtain a thorough knowledge of the structure
of the cost of services, certain standards have "been discussed in this
thesis. These standards of operating expenses are "based on the func-
tions of the carrier causing such costs.
The writer interviewed personael of several firms operating
in southeastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and representatives of
the Interstate Commerce Commission and the New England Motor Rate
Bureau. Their cooperation with the writer is greatly appreciated.
Without their aid, this project would have "been impossi"ble.
In order to insure "beneficial results from the utilization
of the procedures outlined herein, particular attention must "be given
to the accumulation and analysis of supporting data and records under-
lying the prescri'bed system of accounts. According to Dickson of the
New England Motor Rate Bureau,
"Any successful cost study in motor transporta-
tion and the resultant "benefits depend largely
upon the adequacy and use of the data found in
the carriers' accounts." (l)
(l) Basic Principals of Expense Di6tri"bution ATj-Dlica"ble to Motor
Transportation , "by J. Frank Dickson, The New England Motor
Rate Bureau.
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Uniform Sys tem of Accoixnts
for Class I_ Motor Carriers of ProT?erty
This uniforin system of accotmts for motor carriers is iseued
and prescri"bed under the following provisions of the Interstate Com-
merce Act:
"Sec. 20^4- (a) It shall he the daty of the Com-
mission -
"(l) To regulate common carriers "by motor vehicle
as provided in this part and to that end the
Commission may estahlish reasonahle requirements
with respect to continuous and adequate service,
transportation of laaggage and express, uniform
systems of accounts, records, and reports, pre-
servation of records, qualifications, and maxi-
mtua hours of service of employees, and safety of
operation and equipment.
"(2) To regulate contract carriers "by motor vehicle
as provided in this part, and to that end the
Commission may estalDlish reasonable requirements
with respect to uniform systems of accounts,
records, and reports, preservation of records,
qualifications, and maximum hours of service of
employees and safety of operation and equipment.
"Sec. 220 (a) The Commission is herehy authorized
to require annual, periodical, or special reports
from all motor carriers, "brokers, and lessors, to
prescrihe the manner and form in which such reports
shall he made, and to require from such carriers,
hrokers, or lessors, specific and full, true, and
correct answers to all questions upon vrhich the
Commission may deem information to he necessso-y.
Such ajinual reports shall give an account of the
affairs of the carrier, hroker, or lessor in such
form and detail as may he prescribed hy the Com-
mission.
"Sec. 222 (g) Any motor carrier, "broker, or other
person, or any officer, agent, employee, or repre-
sentative thereof, who shall willfully fail or
refuse to make a report to the Commission as re-
quired hy this part, or to make specific and full,
true, and correct answer to any question within 3O
days from the time it is lawfully required hy the

Commission so to do, or to keep accotmts, records,
and memoranda in the form and manner preecri'bed
"by the Commission, or shall knowingly and will-
fully falsify, destroy, mutilate, or alter any
such report, account, record, or memorandum, or
shall knowingly and willfully file with the Com-
mission any false report, account, record, or
memoranda of all facts and transactions appertain-
ing to the iDusiness of the carrier, or person re-
quired under this part to keep the same, or shall
knowingly and willfully keep any accounts, records,
or memoranda contrary to the rules, regulations,
or orders of the Commission with respect thereto,
shall "be deemed guilty of a misdemesmor and upon
conviction thereof "be su'bject for each offense to
a fine of not more than $5,000, As used in this
sulasection, the words 'keep' and *kept ' shall "be
construed to mean made, prepared, or compiled, as
well as retained.
"
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Prescriljed System of Accounts
for a Class I_ Carrier of Property
Profit and Lose Accounts
4100 - Equipment Maintenance.
4110 - Supervision.
4120 - Office and Other Expenses.
4130 - Repairs and Servicing - Revenue Equipment.
4131 - Line Haul Equipment.
4135 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment.
4160 - Tires and (Pulies - Revenue Equipment.
4161 - Line Haul Equipment.
4165 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment.
4180 - Other Maintenance Expenses.
4191 - Joint Garage Expense - DeToit.
4196 - Joint Garage Expense - Credit.
4200 - Transportation.
4210 - Supervision.
.4220 - Drivers and Helpers,
4231 - Line Haul Equipment.
4235 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment.
4250 - Fuel for Revenue Equipment.
4251 - Line Haul Equipment.
4255 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment.
4260 - Oil for Revenue Equipment.
4261 - Line Haul Equipment.
4265 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment.
4270 - Purchased Transportation.
4271 - Purchased Transportation - Intercity.
4275 - Purchased Pick-up and Delivery.
4280 - Other Transportation Expenses.
4300 - Terminal.
4310 - Supervision.
4311 - Supervisory Salaries
4312 - Salaries and Fees - Billing and Collection.
4313 - Other Office Employees.
4320 - Office and Other Expenses.
4340 - Salaries and Wages - Platform Employees.
4350 - Other Terminal Employees.
4360 - Commission Agents.
438O - Other Terminal Expenses.
4391 - Joint Terminal Facilities - Debit.
4396 - Joint Terminal Facilities - Credit.
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4400 - Traffic.
4410 - Supervision.
44-20 - Office and Other Expenses,
4430 - Tariffs and Schedules.
4450 - Advertising.
4480 - Other Traffic Expenses.
4500 - Insurance and Safety.
4510 - Supervision,
4520 - Office and Other Expenses.
4530 - Pulilic LialDility and Property Damage.
4-540 - Workmen's Compensation,
4550 - Cargo Loss and Damage.
4560 - Fire, Theft, and Collision.
4570 - Other Insurance Expense.
4580 - Other Insurance and Safety Department Expenses,
4600 - Administrative and General.
4610 - Supervision.
4611 - Salaries - G-eneral Officers.
4612 - Salaries - Revenue Accounting.
4613 - Salaries - Other General Office Employees.
4620 - Office and Other Expenses.
4621 - Expenses - General Officers,
4622 - Expenses - General Office Employees.
4623 - Expenses - Other General Office Expenses.
4630 - Law Expenses.
4635 - Outside Auditing Expenses.
4640 - Communication Service.
4645 - Employees* Welfare Expenses.
4650 - Management and Supervision Fees.
4660 - Uncollectilile Revenues.
4670 - Regulatory Expenses.
4675 - Purchasing and Store Expenses.
4680 - Other General Expenses.
4691 - Joint Operating E^qpense - Detit.
4696 - Joint Operating Expense - Credit.
5000 - Depreciation Expense.
5010 - Depreciation of Structures.
5020 - Depreciation of Revenue Equipment.
5021 - Line Hatil Equipment.
5025 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment.
5030 - Depreciation of Service Cars and Equipment.
5040 - Depreciation of Shop and Garage Equipment.
5050 - Depreciation of Furniture and Fixtures.
5060 - Depreciation of Miscellaneous Equipment.
5070 - Depreciation of Improvements to Leasehold Property.
5O8O - Depreciation of Undistributed Property.
5100 - Depreciation Adjustment,
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5150 - Amortization Chargea"ble to Operations.
5151 - Amortization of Carrier Operating Property.
5155 - Extraordinary Property Losses,
5200 - Operating Taxes and Licenses.
5210 - G-asoline, Other Fuel, and Oil Taxes.
5211 - Line Haul Squipment.
5215 - Pick-np and Delivery Equipment,
5220 - Vehicle License and Hegistration Fees.
5221 - Line Hard Equipment.
5225 - Pick-up and Delivery Equipment,
5230 - Real Estate and Personal Property Taxes.
52^ - Social Security Taxes,
5250 - Other Taxes.
5300 - Operating Rents - Net.
5310 - Equipment Rents - DeMt,
5320 - Other Operating Rents - Del3it,
5340 - Joint Facility Rents - DelDit,
5350 - Equipment Rents - Credit.
5360 - Other Operating Rents - Credit.
5390 - Joint Facility Rents - Credit.
5400 - Lease of Distinct Operating Unit - DelDit.
5500 - Lease of Distinct Operating Unit - Credit,
6100 - Income Prom Non-carrier Operations - Net,
6300 - Interest Income.
SkOO - Dividend Income.
6500 - Other Non-operating Income.
7100 - Interest.
7300 - Amortization of De"bt Discount and Expense,
7400 - Amortization of Premium on De"bt - Credit.
7500 - Other Deductions.
8100 - Extraordinary Income Credits.
8200 - Extraordinary Income Charges.
8400 - Delayed Income Credits,
8600 - Delayed Income Charges.
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8800 - Income Taxes.
8810 - Federal Income Taxes,
8820 - State Income Taxes.
8830 - Other Income Taxes.
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Form of Income Statement for a Class I_
Motor Carrier of Pro-perty
I, Carrier Operating Income:
Revenues:
3000. Operating Hevenues
Expenses:
4000. Operating and Maintenance Expenses,
5000. Depreciation Expense.
5100. Depreciation Adjustment.
5150. Amortization Chargeable to Operations.
5200. Operating Taxes and Licenses.
5300. Operating Rents - Net.
Total Expenses
Net Operating Revenue
5^400. Lease of Distinct Operating Unit - Debit.
5500. Lease of Distinct Operating Unit - Credit.
Net Carrier Operating Income
Income:
Income from Non-carrier Operations - Net.
Interest Income.
Dividend Income.
Other Non-operating Income.
Total Other Ordinary Income
Gross Ordinary Income
III. Deductions from Ordinary Income:
7100. Interest.
7300* Amortization of Debt Discount and Expense.
7400. Amortization of Premium on Debt - Credit.
7500. Other Deductions,
Total Deductions from Ordinary Income
Net Ordinary Income
II. Other Ordinary
6100.
6300.
6400.
6500.

Extraordinary Income:
8100. Extraordinary Income Credits,
8200, Extraordineo^y Income Charges,
8400. Delayed Income Credits,
8600, Delayed Income Charges.
Total Extraordinary Income
Net Income Before Income Taxes
8800. Income Taxes.
Net Income (or loss)
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Motor Truck Glossary
Act to Regulate Commerce - An act of Congress regulating the Tjrac-
tises, rates and rules of transportation lines engaged in
handling interstate traffic (now known as the Interstate
Commerce Act.
)
Advanced Charge - The amount of freight or other charge on a ship-
ment advanced "by one transportation line to another, or to
the shipper, to "be collected from the consignee.
All Commodity Rates - Rates applica'ble on an assortment of merchan-
dise which moves on one time in one vehicle from one con-
signor to one consignee.
Allocate - To distrilmte, assign, or allot.
Average Haul - The average distance one ton of frei^t is moved or
the average distance that the truck moves.
Back Haul - To haul a shipment hack over a part of a route which it
has traveled.
Bill of Lading - (See Sample Porm in Appendix)
Straight Bill of Lading - A non-negotiahle document "by
which a transportation line acknowledges receipt of
freight and contracts for its movement. The surrender
of the original Straight Bill of Lading is not required
hy transportation lines upon delivery of the freight,
except when necessary for the purpose of identifying
the consignee.
Order Bill of Lading - A negotiahle instrument hy which
a transportation line acknowledges receipt of freight
and contracts for its movement. The surrender of the
original Order Bill of Lading, properly endorsed, is
required "by transportation lines upon delivery of the
freight transportation lines upon delivery of the
freight in accordance with the terms of the Bill of
Lading,
Break Bulk Point - A point at which a portion or all of the contents
of a truck are unloaded and distrilauted.
Bulk Freight - Freight not in packages or containers.
Bureau of Motor Carriers - That "bureau of the Interstate Commerce
Commission that specializes and has jurisdiction over
motor carriers as shown in the Motor Carriers Act.
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Cargo - The lading of a truck.
Carload - The quantity of freight required for the application of a
carload rate. A car loaded to its carrying capacity.
Carrier - An individtial or corporation engaged in the business of
transporting goods.
Cartage - The charge made for hauling freight on trucks.
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity - A formal statement,
issued by a regulatory commission, approving the operation
of a truckman.
Claim - A demand made upon a transportation line for payment on
account of a loss sustained through its negligence.
Classification Eating - The class to which an article is assigned
for the pTU'pose of applying class rates.
Common Carrier - A transportation line engaged in the business of
handling persons or goods for compensation and for all
persons impartially.
Compensatory Rate - A rate that produces a profit over costs to the
carriers.
Concentration Point - A point at which less than carload or less
truck load shipments are brought together to be reforwarded
as a carload.
Consignee - The person to whom articles are shipped.
Consignor - The person by whom the articles are shipped.
Delivery - The act of transferring possession, such as the transfer
of property from consignor to carrier, one carrier to
another, of carrier to consignee.
Filing of Tariffs - The placing of common carrier's tariffs or charges
in files of federal or state commissions in accordance with
established regulations.
Initial Carrier - The transportation line to which a 8hi3Dment is
delivered by the shipper.
Interline Freight - Freight moving from point of origin to destina-
tion over the lines of two or more transportation lines.
r X
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Interstate Commerce - Ib defined "by section one of the Act, covering
transportation from one State or Territory of the United
States, or the District of Coltim'bia, to any other or from
any place in the United States throtigh a foreign comitry
to any other place in the United States, or from or to any
place in the United States to or from a foreign country,
"but only insofar as such transportation takes place within
the United States.
Intrastate Traffic - Traffic having origin, destination, and entire
transportation within the same State.
Lading - That which constitutes a load. The freight of a truck, car,
or vessel.
Lawful Rate - A rate constructed and published in accordance with
the law and the rules prescri'bed "by the Interstate Commerce
Commission as to interstate traffic or "by State commission
as to intrastate traffic.
Less Truck Load - A quantity of merchandise or other commodity wMch
does not occupy the space of the usual motor truck "body or
which does not equal the normal carrying capacity of a
truck, such as is usually used in motor freight service.
Load Factor - The percentage of the total carrying capacity of a truck
utilized on a trip. General application is to use the re-
sults from a round-trip movement.
Minimum Charge - The least charge for which a shipment will "be
handled.
Motor Freight Terminal - A shipping and receiving terminal for
highway freight which may "be used "by one or more highway
freight operators.
Motor Truck Carrier - A carrier transporting property for compensa-
tion over a highway.
Motor Vehicle - A highway vehicle, self-propelled.
O-oerating Expense - The cost incident to the actual handling of traffic.
Operating Ratio - The relation of operating expenses to gross revenue.
Operating Rights - Authority issued "by a regulatory "body to a carrier
to engage in transporting property or persons.
Out-of-Pocket Cost - The direct costs of operating vehicles; does
not include charges for interest, amortization, etc.
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Pick-up - Service of a carrier involved in calling for and collecting
freight, and receipting therefor at wharves, docks, or the
consignor's factory, store or warehouse, and transporta-
tion therefrom to a freight concentrating depot.
Point of Origin - The place at which a shipment is received "by a
transportation line from the shipper.
Posting (Tariffs) - Filing of tariffs for common carriers and sched-
ules for contract carriers with regulatory commissions and
posting tariffs so as to make same available to the puhlic.
Prepaid - A term denoting that transportation charges have "been or
are to he paid at the point of shipment.
Private Carrier - One that is not a common or contract carrier, and
who transports property of which he is the owner, "bailee
or lessee.
Property Damage Insurance - Insurance that is issued to cover damage
to property of others; does not cover cargo protection.
Puhlic Liahility Insurance - Insurance that is issued to cover in-
jury or death of person or persons.
Rate Basis - A formula of the specific factors or elements which
control the making of a rate.
Return Loads - Any individual load of merchandise or other commodity
which is offered for transportation to a truckman who has
delivered his truck load and would othervrise return to his
destination empty.
Revenue Waybill - A waybill showing the amount of charges due on a
shipment.
Seasonal Traffic - Goods that are transported only during certain
seasons or periods of the year.
Shipper - Originator of the freight, also known as consignor.
Shipping Order - Instructions of shippers to carrier for forwarding
of goods; usually the triplicate copy of the bill of lading.
Split Pick-up and Delivery - the pick-up services on goods at more
than one address at point of origin and delivery to more
than one consignee at destination.
Storage - A charge made on property stored
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Storage in Transit - The stopping of freight traffic at a point
located "between the point of origin and destination to "be
stored and reforwarded at a later date.
Tariff - A schedule of rates charged "by transportation lines, to-
gether with governing rules and regulations.
Tariff Circular - (l.C.C.) A circular issued lay the Interstate
Commerce Commission prescrilDing rules and regulations to l3e
oliserved "by transportation lines in pu"blishing tariffs.
Terminals - Extremities of a carrier's route. Points or places at
which carrier maintains facilities for the receipt, dis-
patch, and handling of goods.
Through Rate - A rate applicahle through from point of origin to
destination. A through rate may he either a joint rate or
a comlDination of two or more rates.
Tonnage - The ntimber of tons of freight handled.
Tracer - (a) A request upon a transportation line to trace a shipment
for the purpose of expediting its movement or estahlishing
delivery, ("b) A request for an answer to a communication,
or for advice concerning the status of a sulDject.
A short wheelhase truck equipped with a fifth wheel,
designed to pull semi-trailers.
Persons and property carried "by transportation lines.
A truck "body mounted on a chassis hut having no power plant
or driving mechanism, and designed to he hauled and con-
trolled hy a separate truck or tractor.
Transportation - The movement of traffic from one place to another.
Truck - A self-propelled highway vehicle having a load capacity of
from one to twenty tons, used in the transportation of
hulk merchandise freight.
Truck Load - A qiiantity of merchandise or other commodity v;hich
occupies the full hody space or equals the normal carrying
capacity of a truck such as is usually used in motor freight
service.
Variahle Costs - Motor truck operating costs which depend largely upon
the numher of miles operated. These include gasoline, oil,
tires, repairs, depreciation, etc.
Tractor -
Traffic -
Trailer -
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Waybill - A doctunent prepared iDy a transportation line at the point
of origin or a shipment, showing the point of origin
destination, route, consignor, consignee, description of
shipment, and amotint charged for the transportation service.
Warehouse Receipt - A receipt given for goods placed in a v/arehouse
(may "be issued as a negotia"ble or non-negotia"ble document.)
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